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Remember the
"Bush Contract"?
11/24/91 #1 HATONN
Many of you ask for update on status and can't seem to find it in your media. Take
note that Israeli protesters are being encouraged loudly and pressingly to take to the
streets to denounce the U.S. in general, and President Bush in particular—so nothing
has changed. The word is still out that Bush is anti-Semitic and Israel is still "mad" at
the country that provides them with almost all of their annual budget and yet delays
$10 billion in guarantees.
As to the contract carrier: the Israeli Cabinet officer, Rehavam Ze'evi, a minister
without portfolio, now states that times are even more dangerous for Bush's antiSemitism is now leading to a "SECOND HOLOCAUST" through his delays of granting
the money by "twisting Israel's arm in regard to our right to have the lands of Israel."
Ze'evi plans to evict all Arabs from the Occupied Territories and opposes any and all
Israeli .concessions on land.

Baker in China
11/24/91 #1 HATONN
Meanwhile Baker has been dealing in China. They say this is the first visit by a high
U.S. person since the massacre? What about Eagle-burger and Scowcroft--on two
occasions during and after? How quickly we forget as we take a world and destroy it.

Maxwell definitely murdered
11/24/91 #1 HATONN
So many of you are confused about Robert Maxwell and the connection with the
Mossad, etc. In fact, most of you don't even know who or what is a Robert Maxwell.
The "murder" of Maxwell is only a tiny chip off the iceberg, dear ones. There will be
several magnificent scandals erupting as we move along.
Maxwell was not JUST a jet-set celebrity. As a deep-cover asset of the Mossad, he
used his position as owner of major British and U.S. news organizations to set up the
terrorist kidnapping of Mordechai Vanunu (whom we wrote about last year), an Israeli
nuclear whistle-blower.
Of course Maxwell denied the accusations. In the middle of a tremendous brew-ha-ha
and financial crisis he, went "alone" to his princely yacht and, as the ONLY passenger,
simply died of some ailment and flipped overboard. On the night of Nov. 5, 1991,
Maxwell vanished from his ship and, the next morning, his nude body was found by
Spanish fishermen, floating in the Atlantic surf--quite dead indeed.
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Who was this person? He was interesting to say the least but, far from being solidly
structured, the media empire controlled by Maxwell foundered in a deep sea of debt-some $3.8 BILLION worth of bank loans and promissory notes. But how did he end up
an Israeli "informer"?
Following WW H, Maxwell was just another European exile, with deeper ethnic and
emotional ties to Israel than to the London business world, in which he soon became
a rising star. Who set him up in business? Who launched him on his road to power?
These are the interesting questions.
Maxwell was launched into bigtime publishing by hidden sponsors loyal to Israel and
he came to the end of his road--to this sudden and most mysterious demise--when he
found his relationship with the Mossad much too burdensome and attempted to break
loose from Israel's secret service. This is a REAL no-no. Breaking away from the Mafia
is child's play compared to insulting the Mossad.
Maxwell was an Israeli partisan from the onset. He, whose real name is "Hoch", was
born in a small village in Czecho-Slovakia. He served with British forces in WW II
during the occupation of Germany. He reportedly gained favor with his officers by
looting German houses and bestowing his loot upon his superiors. He was decorated
by the British for "bravery", but the act for which he was commended was to gun
down an unarmed mayor of a German town who was trying to arrange a surrender.
At the end of the war, the Irgun Zvi Leumi--to which Maxwell was attached and which
was to later become the Mossad after the founding of Israel--followed Allied combat
troops into Germany, seizing German scientific research into physics, chemistry,
aeronautics, astronomy and other technical areas. They also scooped up German
research into more arcane areas such as archeology, history, anthropology and other
inquiries into human origins, especially those related to race and ethnicity.
The former information was converted into cash, the latter was buried, never to be
seen again.

A "FIRST" FOR ISRAEL
Israel, you might find interesting, is the first nation in history to have an intelligence
service before it had an actual country! Its military and intelligence units were active
worldwide years prior to the founding of Israel as part of the international Zionist
movement.
Hoch, later Maxwell, founded Oxford Pergamon Press, which translated and published
the stolen German scientific data. This was the basis of Maxwell's fortune and the
beginning of his publishing empire.
Similar questions have been raised privately about other controversial media moguls,
among them Rupert Murdoch, one of Maxwell's principal rivals who actually initiated
Maxwell's career with Israeli interests. You see, the important thing to note in this
pre-establishment of the Mossad is, "Where did it come from?" RIGHT DIRECTLY OUT
OF SOVIET ZIONIST/COMMUNIST PERSONNEL.
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Just prior to his death, Maxwell made a most startling move that signaled a rebuff to
Israeli intelligence: he fired foreign editor Nicholas Davies, a senior associate, after
evidence emerged linking this veteran British journalist to covert Mossad arms deals.
Maxwell was a typically brash and arrogant man who got more and more difficult to
"handle" by his Mossad "masters" and this action typified his coming intent to blow
the covers off a lot of "stuff".
Maxwell's death is just another episode demonstrating Israel's willingness to take
whatever outrageous actions it chooses, from murder and destruction, singly or
genocidally, when it feels challenged.
I assure you, chelas, this little scandal has only just begun!

Zionist Helpmates
11/24/91 #1 HATONN
It is indeed clear that the International Bankers and their Zionists controllers and
helpmates in the world shadow government work in secrecy, confident that their
handmaidens in the Establishment media will never expose their machinations to the
light of day. Do you begin to see how really EASY it is to fool all you almost all the
time?
They work diligently to topple governments, raise your taxes, erode national
sovereignty and enslave entire populations—long ago taking your own individual
sovereignty.
These murdering criminals wear beautifully expensive three-piece suits and remain
not just "respectable" but even prestigious--members of society. This is because their
crimes remain unexposed.
This little "heist" is a pretty good caper, however, even for these experienced capercoordinators. To pull off the theft of hundreds of tons of gold held by a government
takes some "doing"--but you will find it is running smoothly with all the help from
your Elite and your own Congress in support. The job has been pulled off in total
collusion with the equally corrupt former communists who still are (with only a namechange to protect the guilty) party bosses and participants.
You ones must understand this secret killer: Soviet-style communism was never
possible without cooperation and help from Western bankers. Now that they claim
"failed communism" the show gets serious under another label without change of any
characters or operations. The international "siphon" is working perfectly as the assets
flow right into the Elite Bankers' Banks. Dear ones, your world is in foreclosure as the
"markers" are being called and you can't "legally" do a thing about it.
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Remember the U.S.S. Liberty?
11/24/91 #1 HATONN
This could be the "Watch and get Confirmation" department. Remember the U.S.S.
Liberty? This was the nice U.S. ship targeted by the Israelis.
Well, you now have proof positive, so back off the slings and arrows aimed at us for
our "insane ravings" and "mad-man projections". The U.S. Embassy in Beirut,
Lebanon intercepted Israeli Defense Force transmission on June 8, 1967,
positively identifying a ship off the Egyptian coast as the USS Liberty, just
before the Israeli attack on the ship resulting in 34 American sailors dead
and 171 wounded. The U.S. ambassador to Lebanon, Dwight Porter, revealed
after 24 years of silence that the Israelis KNEW the ship was American,
despite their claims later that it was a 'tragic accident', and that the
American government knew the Israeli denial was a lie. The attack orders
from the IDF were also confirmed by two eyewitness sources in the Israeli
war room at the time. The revelations have been long ago outlined in detail
in documented statements, not the least of which was in one of the early
JOURNALS.
This entire event was staged to prevent the United States and world from
intercepting Israeli military messages indicating a planned invasion of Syria
on June 8, 1967. Yes this IS the same Israel that you go hungry so that you
might support it without appearing to be "anti-Semitic". The ship (and men)
were strafed with Israeli machine-gunfire, napalmed and torpedoed, but the
crew managed to keep the ship afloat and limp back to a port.
The U.S. government hushed it up and the crew was ordered under penalty
of execution to never reveal the truth.

POW/MIA debacle
11/24/91 #1 HATONN
TESTIMONY: TED SAMPLEY
Do you realize that the White House, during the administration of President Ronald
Reagan, conducted an illegal domestic spy operation directed at critics of its policy
regarding unaccounted for POW's and MIA's of the Vietnam War? Well, listen to Gritz
and you will get first-hand evidence. Not only did the Administration cover-up the fact
that there were POW's but they attempted to get rid of all investigators and anyone
making an effort to bring the sham to public attention.
Dharma, this is important enough to rewrite on the subject. Let us give you
information from recent happenings. I shall simply keep resource silent at this point
for there is reference to Col. Gritz and others who come DIRECTLY under my security.
To cover all of you, just quote the document without reference at this time.
Acknowledgements can come later when security is better stabilized.
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QUOTE:
The White House during the administration of President Ronald Reagan conducted an
illegal domestic spy operation directed at critics of its policy regarding unaccountedfor POW's and MIA's of the Vietnam War, a highly decorated North Carolina Vietnam
veteran has charged.
Only last week, Ted Sampley of Kingston, North Carolina, testified before the new
Senate Select Committee on POW-MIA Affairs about the domestic spying and
harassment operation, in which he had played a role during 1983.
He was invited to testify November 7 before the Senate committee by Sen. Bob Smith
(R-N.H.), who is vice chairman of the select panel.
Sampley, who received four Bronze Stars and the Republic of Vietnam Cross of
Gallantry during two tours of duty with the U.S. Army Special Forces in Vietnam, is
currently chairman of the Homecoming II Project, a national POW-MIA activist group,
and editor and publisher of the Kingston-based U.S. Veteran News and Report
newspaper.
In his prepared statement, Sampley revealed he had "good reason to believe that this
activity (spying and harassment) was being orchestrated from the President's
National Security Council, - which...has no authority to engage in such activities,
particularly domestic spying."

SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
"I am therefore urging," Sampley stated, "a special prosecutor be appointed to
investigate this situation.
"I had an opportunity to learn firsthand the U.S. government methods of spying upon
and dealing with Vietnam veteran activists concerned about the POW/MIA issue when
I was approached in March of 1983 by Charles (Chuck) Allen, a retired Special Forces
lieutenant colonel.
"I was hired by a Lt. Col. Allen of Fayetteville, North Carolina, who at that time was
head of operations for a specially organized group called the Center for POW/MIA
Accountability, to infiltrate a Vietnam veterans group called the Veterans Vigil
Society. The Veterans Vigil Society was operating a 24-hour POW-MIA ' color guard'
vigil near the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington.
Members of the vigil had sworn to remain at the memorial ' until all of the Vietnam
MIA/POWs are accounted for'.
"As a matter of fact, an offshoot of that group, true to its word, is still maintaining
vigil there.
"My assignment was to determine how much money the vigil was taking in, where
and how it was being spent, the names of its members, if they were ' doing drugs',
and if they had any connection to Lt. Col. James 'Bo' Gritz and a man identified as
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Mike Babcock."
At the time Col. Gritz, also a highly decorated Vietnam War Special Forces veteran,
was involved in searching for and attempting to rescue POW's and MIA's in Laos,
which neighbors Vietnam.
"Allen told me it was believed members of the Veterans Vigil Society were helping to
prepare a POW rescue mission into Laos," Sampley explained in his statement. "He
said the U.S. government disapproved of ' private forays' and if I could identify the
people who were planning such a mission, their passports would be seized by the
government.
"He took a small address book from his pocket and pointed to a list of names he said
included FBI agents and National Park Police investigators that were also gathering
information on the veterans. I wondered, in addition to being impressed, how a
supposed civilian would have that kind of information."

PAID 500 DOLLARS
"To infiltrate the Vigil for a week, which I did in April of 1983, I was promised $500 in
expenses, which was paid, and $500 for the investigation, which was never paid--I
think because my investigation turned up nothing of significance about the vet group.
Allen told me the remainder of the money was to be paid through former Special
Forces Lt. Col. Robert K. Brown, a member of the center board of directors and
publisher of Soldier of Fortune magazine.
"I later learned Brown had provided the center $5,000 ' start-up' money and
continued to be a major benefactor for the center.
"During either the first or second week of April of that year I returned to Fayetteville
and submitted to Allen a written report detailing what I had found about the Vigil. I
was in Allen's office when he picked up the phone and called a man he referred to
with familiarity as ' Dick' Childress and gave him a report of the information I had
gathered.
"According to Allen, and documents he provided me, the center was an organization
which was incorporated with a non-profit status and was based in Washington. At that
time, retired Maj. Gen. John K. Singlaub, a close associate of Brown, was head of the
center, and its membership consisted mostly of retired senior military officers.
"Allen told me ' the center interacts with and maintains a working relationship with
government agencies responsible for POW/MIA affairs,'" Sampley continued in his
sworn statement. "Allen went on to say the center had a close working relationship
with the White House, naming Dick Childress as their principal contact, who I later
learned was then-Lt. Col. Richard Childress, the Director of Asian Affairs for President
Reagan's National Security Council.
"I was also present at subsequent dates when Allen made several other calls and
reports by phone to Childress."
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STOLEN PHOTOGRAPHS
"On one visit to Allen's office in Fayetteville, I was shown by Allen a pile of several
hundred color slides taken by Gritz's team inside Laos. The slides, according to Allen,
had been obtained without Gritz's knowledge by bribing a disenchanted team member
who had stolen the film from Gritz before it had been developed. It is my understanding copies of these stolen slides had been or were subsequently provided to
Childress.
"I learned later Soldier of Fortune magazine was engaged, at the same time I was
working for the center, on a special edition trashing POW/MIA activists Gritz, Scott
Barnes and others. I believe it is interesting to note that the same people, including
Singlaub and Allen, served on both the staff of the center and are listed as contributing editors and/or advisers to Soldier of Fortune magazine.
"In fact, Center for Accountability officers Allen, Singlaub, retired Brig. Gen. Heine
Aderholt, James P. Monaghan and Milt Copulos were cited for their assistance in
trashing Gritz and the others in the magazine's special edition."

ARMED GUERRILLAS
"It is also worth noting that while Childress and others at the White House were
denouncing activist(s) like Gritz for their efforts in Southeast Asia, Lt. Col. Brown and
his soldiers of fortune were making military excursions across the Thai border into
Laos, helping to finance and arm Laotian anticommunist fighters and even established
a ' forward operational base' on Laotian territory--all in violation of the U.S. Neutrality
Act.
"Not one word was ever uttered by Childress or any member of the Reagan White
House about this, even after Brown detailed the operation in an edition of his
magazine.
"Apparently, illegal acts by Brown and his associates to arm anti-communist guerrillas
were acceptable to the White House, but the efforts of private citizens to locate and
rescue American prisoners of war were not. Why?
"The entire Childress/Center for Accountability effort from beginning to end was
designed to discredit some of the most vocal critics of the U.S. government POW/MIA
policy," Sampley charged in his statement.
"From then to now, this pattern has continued. Rather than focus all available
resources on resolving the problem of our missing Vietnam veterans, much of the
effort has been directed toward destroying the credibility and/or reputation of the
critics."

CLOSER LOOK
"As a result of my experience with Allen, the Center for Accountability, and the
Veterans Vigil Society, I became convinced there was something about the live POW
issue that required a closer look," Sampley explained to the Senators. "I became a
member and later an officer in the Washington-based National Vietnam Veterans
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Coalition.
"In August of 1984, I went to the Republican National Convention in Dallas, where a
veterans parade had been organized by the national Vietnam Veterans Coalition. The
purpose of the Dallas event was an attempt to get a meeting with Reagan so that the
coalition's evidence of live POWs in captivity could be handed directly to the
President.
"The parade, which had been organized well in advance, began coming apart at the
seams when, as we later learned, Lt. Col. Childress made a series of telephone calls
to scheduled participants telling them we were nothing more than motorcycle gangs
and rabble rousers and that there was a great potential for a riot."

COMPLAINT FILED
"During the summer of 1985," Sampley told the senators, "I filed a complaint about
Childress's interference with private groups. The complaint was filed with North
Carolina Congressman Walter B. Jones (D), who later told me my complaint had been
sent over to the FBI.
"I have never received a response. In September, 1984, John Mead, an international
businessman and former CIA associate, filed a lengthy complaint with the Justice
Department accusing Childress and the center of participating in an illegal
relationship. Specifically Childress was accused of using the center as his private
investigative force, abusing classified information, threatening blackmail and carrying
out character assassinations in connection with classified POW documents.
"Mead filed his complaint with the criminal division of the Justice Department and
Fred Fielding, legal counsel to President Reagan, and others with no success and no
response to the allegations."

REWARD OFFERED
"In the fall of 1988," Sampley stated in his written testimony, "the National Steering
Committee for American War Veterans, a Vietnam veterans activist group of which I
am chairman, launched a campaign in Southeast Asia designed to advertise the
existence of a $2.4 million reward, put up by U.S. congressmen, in hopes of
persuading officials from Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos to defect with at least one
American POW.
"The plan was simple. We had generated approximately $5,000 in funds which we
had converted to small bills, U.S. and foreign, and then stamped with the reward
message. Each stamped bill, along with a reward flier, was placed in a Ziplock bag
and made waterproof so it would float.
"In early October, team members Jim Copp, a Vietnam veteran and elementary
school teacher, and Donna Long, a freelance journalist and POW activist, entered
Thailand and rented small boats for the purpose of placing the waterproof messages
in the Mekong River, which is the border between Laos and Thailand.
"The idea was to get the messages as close to the Laotian side of the Mekong as
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possible, so they would float to the Laotian side and be picked up by the Laotian
government officials' attention to the reward offer, which we did."

TWO CAPTURED
"Jim and Donna, who were two days ahead of the other four members of the team,
including myself, seized the opportunity and actually entered Laos and began handing
out the reward message money to the Laotian people. Unfortunately, in one of the
villages which the pair entered, they crossed paths with a Laotian government official
who placed them under arrest.
"Jim and Donna were blindfolded, guns were placed at their heads, and their lives
were threatened. They were tortured by being kept in solitary confinement and
refused sufficient food to live. They were at one time physically assaulted, and there
was at least one attempted sexual assault on Donna during their captivity. Jim lost
almost 30 pounds in the 41 days they were held and was seriously ill when finally
released.
"Senators, included in Exhibit 'F' (Sampley accompanied his statement with dozens of
documents) are classified U.S. government cables which define the negotiations
between Childress and Laotian government officials concerning the captive pair. The
tone of the cables was clearly more a concern on how to use the incident to
embarrass the members of Congress who were sponsoring the reward offer than
getting Long and Copp released.
"Upon the eventual release of Long and Copp, no effort was made by any U.S.
government official to debrief either of the captives. Instead, a State Department
official told the U.S. media there was no point in debriefing either captive and praised
the Laotian government for its treatment of them. Long had to demand through her
congressman (Rep. Martin Lancaster (D-N.C.) that the U.S. debrief her, because
during her captivity her captors discussed the POW/MIA issue with her and she had at
one point seen and waved to a man she perceived to be a Black American.
"In fact, a guard told her the man's name was ' Austin'.
"A Homecoming II Project team was later illegally arrested and fined by Thai police,
who admitted U.S. officials had asked them to harass/detain American citizens
working on the POW/MIA issue," Sampley said.
As we bring this segment to a close I can only ask that all give thought and prayer
unto these matters for each passing day brings you ever so much closer to the
inevitable clash. May you each be given into insight so that you may see beyond the
veil of lies and into TRUTH.

Strange objects
11/23/91 #1 HATONN
To the newspaper crew: Please, even though you will discern correctly that this
material must go out promptly (year before last) I must now caution you. With the
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publication of such large papers, you are going to bankrupt the paper--so, we must
consider alternatives. Further, I must have Dharma elsewhere for a few days and
there will be a skip in the daily copy of information. She will continue to write but the
publisher will not have daily access as usual. I realize there is enough stacked-up
information for weeks of publication but I also desire that current A.N. Other and Dr.
Coleman have available space for brothers need the actual Earth-mouth input. I verify
that the information is valid and these people are now trained to spot the weakness in
any "insider" information.
We have found it necessary to bombard the public with information--beyond quarrel
of fact--so that you of the public can begin to sort fact from the assault against your
intelligence. The fullness of this unfolding will take into infinity, I suppose, but you
MUST begin to get your input into order or you are going to be a "lost planet".
Your own planetary liars are planning a spectacular terror display on December 5th
from unidentified space "stuff". You are getting the blast to ready you for it. "There is
a ' thing' heading at thousands of miles per hour--at Earth". "It is 1 to 11 yards
across" (3 to 33 feet--the size of a mid-sized motor home) "...which will come within
290,000 miles from Earth...." "It is now about a million and a half miles from Earth."
Please attend this!! You are being told that they have seen this "object"
through a typical 36 inch telescope. Now I ask you to think just a minute
about what I have just said—for it is directly from the news releases as given
in all media and all papers. How many of YOU REALLY believe you can clearly
see and track a thing 3 feet wide at a million and a half miles distant?
Remember that satellites are only some miles from your surface and high
orbits are only 300 to 500 miles distant. I can guarantee you that IF it is
being tracked—there is full microwave interchange for there is no other
manner in which to track so specifically any course and "what if the speed
changes?" Note they give you an expected "time of arrival", in addition.
Note, moreover, that you are being bombarded with new interest in UFO's,
Nuclear War stories and preparations for the introduction of hostile aliens.
You have no hostile aliens within those distances but you have some very
hostile murderers on your surface.
Are there UFO's in your atmosphere? Of course! Anything that is not
identified is a UFO—from your own hover-craft to a balloon in the wind.
Any vehicle bearing anyone of human form or "strange life" is not a UFO either--for
we have it ALL thoroughly identified. We are efforting to disclose the sources of your
"unidentified" bullies but much like with politics--most of you "inquiring minds" do not
REALLY want to know.

New ways to be on lists
11/23/91 #1 HATONN
While the distractors have your heads in the outer limits--the prison masters are
working diligently under your noses. You are going to get hit with more "gun control"
wherein you won't "notice" and the full intent is to shatter your Second Amendment
Rights while you "sleep". Your enemy has very subtle ways to find who you are and
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where you are--who might have and harbor guns--say, rifles, etc. I'll tell you a little
about that and you can see how easy it is for even a half-interested party to locate
specific groups.
Let us say you are in the rifle ammunition business and you wish to target a group of
rifle owners--but you have no list and all gun-owner lists are "private". (They are
NOT, so understand I use this hypothetically.) How would YOU go about finding
owners of rifles and so-called "hunting" guns? Of course, you would go to the DMV
and get a listing of all who own those good old pickups--especially four-wheel drive
toys. The good-old boy who goes deer hunting, duck hunting, etc.--for these are the
typical hunting rifle owners--but the tracking and sorting was through the DMV. I can
express, herein, that all varying "groups" are pin-pointed in this manner through
some listing or another. For instance, there are massive mailing lists made from just
one call in to an 800 number to order a "stitch-o-matic" or a Country Western album.
Note that the thieves and criminals have unregistered guns and assault rifles. There is
a full-charge army who will be sent in to take care of that bunch--count on it.

Who's in charge during war?
11/23/91 #1 HATONN
You had better give some thought to this in relationship to selves. How many of you
realize that in cities such as Los Angeles--The police have been told that in the
event of a nuclear strike in the world, they are to act immediately: "GO
IMMEDIATELY HOME, GET YOUR FAMILY AND EVACUATE—THE MILITARY
WILL TAKE OVER ALL POLICING ACTIONS." That means exactly what it says--if,
say, Israel bombs (nuclear) Iraq and/or Podunk, Turkey--you will, in the major cities,
come instantly under total military control! Further, many of the smaller townships
have full-time orders to keep weapons at ready and be prepared to "back-up military
control". This military action is set to take over policing even if it is only through
"Emergency Regulations, U.S.A." This will be enacted under the explanation of
preventing any violence as the Government takes over banks and searches and seizes
your personal property. So be it. YOU go check it out! However, don't expect to get a
detailed description as I just gave you for YOU ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO KNOW!
You may as well recognize that the Government has an average of somewhere in the
approximation of 25 full-blown computer files on EVERY person! Further, you are
pinpointed to any spot on the globe if you travel or deal in any kind of import/export
business, and especially in financing. You can't simply write a letter of resignation for
if you do--you enter a whole other set of investigative apparatus to see "WHY". You
are far better off to effort to handle your affairs as long as possible through legal
means within the system--i.e., Nevada Corporations, collateral asset notes, etc. If
you do not break the laws "they" have made for themselves, it becomes easier to
operate within the limits of security. Remember that ALL THINGS ARE "LEGAL" IF YOU
HOLD THE BIGGER GUN.
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The keys to privacy
11/23/91 #1 HATONN
What most of you desire to do is have total privacy without giving up any of the
assets of public display. So, take into REASON that which serves you best, stay very
small in the public eyes (through Nevada small corporations, for instance) as long and
as reasonably as possible. We have written at length about privacy in PRIVACY IN
THE FISHBOWL, available for the cost of printing. I can herein give you a bit of
update to attend and check out any changes as the shroud comes down. YOU have to
decide that which is valuable to you--BECAUSE THE ELITE KINGS PLAN TO HAVE ALL
ASSETS ON AND IN THE PLANET AND YOU ENSLAVED--NO LATER THAN IN
FUNCTIONING ORDER BY YEAR 2000. YOU ARE WELL ON YOUR WAY!
Privacy is already about the most endangered item on your listings of control. You can
check out what is in some of your files, but you will never find out what is in the big
file in the government sky. But, how do you function today?
First, you can call your local credit bureau. You may even find a national toll-free
number to use. It might even cost you to get your file. It probably is worth it for you
CAN request that information in error be removed. You would have to follow through
on this point regularly. If you plan to get a loan of any kind, this is important. I, of
course, suggest you stop getting loans. I'll see if Dharma can find the Big Three credit
reporting firms names and addresses a bit later. (See end of today's writing.)

CASH ONLY
Remember, we are only speaking of "privacy" and I do not advocate anything--I
simply am giving you information. You cannot really buy privacy today without
becoming a cash-only hermit. Some find that plausible--most must continue to
function in an already corrupted world.
The price is usually beyond that which you are willing to pay so I can only suggest as
confronted with the quandary that you run through a list of self-questions.






What data do I really NOT want in my records?
What data DO I want in those records?
If my enemy can dial up my records--can I be hurt?
What can I do to make myself less visible?
If I can be accessed cheaply, what about someone's files who tries to use this
information against me?

You can only begin to control this monster by being selective about what information
you desire placing in the electronic files. With some of you it may well be
"bankruptcy" for as long as you have no resources showing after total bankruptcy you
begin with a clean file. Ah, but "...I won't get loans," you cry. Good! I suggest you not
apply for loans. But if you need to for business reasons--make sure it is through a
Nevada Corporation that you make application--and NOT in your name. Owners of
Nevada Corporations are NEVER revealed legally by the State--for they do not even
have to know. There is no reciprocity with the IRS in the Federal "market" and ONE
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(1) (UNO) CAN SET-UP AND BE THE OFFICERS AND BE THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
YOU CAN EVEN BE MORE PRIVATE BY ASKING A FRIEND TO BE THE OFFICERS AND
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR NAME COMPLETELY OFF THE RECORDS. IN NEVADA YOU CAN
ARRANGE TO DO BUSINESS ELSEWHERE AND YOU DO NOT "HAVE TO" EVER ISSUE
STOCK. IS THIS NOT FASCINATING? YOU ARE GOING TO LEARN TO USE THE LOOPHOLES WRITTEN-IN BY THE ELITE FOR THEMSELVES OR YOU CAN PLAN ON LOSING
EVERYTHING TO THE "SYSTEM".
Even if you cannot evade the searchers, you can make the fruits of their labors less
productive. This means that you probably should find out what is in your credit file
now to see what it says about you.
Ones on your place in the "privacy" business tout the following: get a foreign bank
account and a foreign credit card. They say to charge more things to that account,
etc. Well, yes, you can do that and for a while it will work nicely--but I promise you
that if you go that route--you will at some time come under the "glass" for possible
foreign bank accounts. I have to tell you that your S.D.I. put satellites into orbit
which track the entire population as to banking. Yes, for a while you might be able to
use a foreign bank--BUT, AS DADDY CLAMPS DOWN AND CHANGES THE CURRENCY,
ETC., ETC., YOU WILL BE DEAD IN THE WATER--THEY SIMPLY WILL DISALLOW
FOREIGN BANKING AND CONFISCATE ALL INTERNATIONAL ASSETS--REMEMBER,
YOU ARE HEADED FOR A ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT, BANKING SYSTEM AND TOTAL
MILITARY CONTROL. It will be far easier to stop all international flow than in your
own home town.
A lot of times, citizens, newly touted privacy methods are given out to you and even
the publisher THINKS them to be effective--only to find that the Government has literally set them up to suck you into telling them EXACTLY that information they are
seeking.
So how do you consider getting out of the system? You don't! But you can do some
things which will keep the profile pretty low, such as showing your income in the
lowest possible range on questionnaires to achieve what you want.
The important matter at hand, for you-the-people, is to START. The place, of course,
to start is to STOP charging, etc. That is too late an action for most of you who
believed the lies and you can't "just stop". However, if you pretend you have NO
income, YOU WILL BE A WAY OUT FRONT! Moreover, most of you will not have to
PRETEND for very long with the unemployment and depression closing in like the
shroud of death about your nation. You DO, however, have to start--somewhere. You
must stepwise RETHINK the way you do business, and the way others tell you how to
do business. You "old readers" know that you have been told to STOP that paper-trail.
How many of you did so, or, are in the midst of doing so? Well, a trail of computer
entries is even worse.
You must, further, realize that these new rules being used to outlaw the Second
Amendment are your worst enemy. Until you can understand, for instance, that guns
do not kill people--people kill people--you will be the VICTIM. This cry for safety
through gun control is as silly as having ones die by violent overdoses of aspirin.
Should you outlaw all aspirin and headache relievers because a few feed three bottles
of 250 to a child and kill the child? You can die from overindulgence in food. You can
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jump off a bed onto a cement floor and commit suicide--do you outlaw beds and
floors? What you are headed for is having ONLY CRIMINALS AND ENFORCERS OF
UNLAWFUL REGULATIONS IN CONTROL OF WEAPONS. THE FULL INTENT IS TO
RENDER YOU-THE-PEOPLE HELPLESS TO COUNTER THE REGULATIONS COMING
DOWN ON YOU AND/OR STOP THE CONFISCATORS WHO WILL COME WITHOUT
WARRANT AND SEARCH YOUR PROPERTY, TAKE WHAT THEY LIKE (INCLUDING YOU)
AND YOU CAN DO NOTHING! The laws are in place, the Executive Order already
signed for Emergency Regulations. Do you hear me? The laws are already
signed and in place! When the Constitution is outlawed (which is next on the
agenda) you are through! So be it.

CONSTITUTIONAL
ATTENTION
Some of you still don't even realize you have a lawful Constitution to be violated.
There are the great celebrations of the Bill of Rights--which you hardly recognize in
this day and age. The attempt is to make the law so outrageous in the name of
freedom that you will change the laws to bring the offenders back into line--that was
the intent in the first place. The Maplethorpe exhibit of pornography was not intended
as art--it was intended to cause you-the-people to forfeit your First Amendment
Rights and Freedoms. Morality cannot be legislated and if each "Right" is so abused
by the few as to cause the many to give up their own to control those few--then you
have played directly into the hands of this new drummer.

SECOND AMENDMENT
Perhaps it is valuable herein to discuss the Second Amendment a bit as most of you
are just now beginning to awaken and don't know of what we speak.
California is having a massive program underway to influence this violation of Rights.
I suggest that you follow the lead and adjust your paperwork to suit your "State" and
get your "rights" under your control. If there is room in this paper, you can print
information as available for California, or you who are interested in "doing something"
contact Bernadine Smith, Hanford, CA., Second Amendment Committee, P.O. Box
1776, Zip: 93232.
Second Amendment: A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security
of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, SHALL NOT BE
INFRINGED.
The Second Amendment is a depository of supreme protection within the Bill of
Rights, which contains a command to safeguard the people's firearms rights, which
were affirmed, documented, and instituted by the Founding Fathers, a palladium
which is perpetual and cannot be repealed, and over which there is NO
superseding power of law to permit infringement of any sort or kind.
The Second Amendment has for its purpose: (1) to state and confirm the natural,
absolute, and inherent right in the common law for the people to keep and bear
arms, a multi-faceted right which is an endowment from the Creator, applying to the
people collectively, as well as, to the people individually. (2) to shelter, guard,
barricade and restraint* against any and all governmental infringements, mostly the
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federal government; (3) to maintain "the security of a free State", making possible
the promotion of "an armed free people... to render them independent of others for
essential, particularly military supplies", guaranteeing the readiness of "armed FREE
people" when "calling them forth to execute the laws 'of the Union, to suppress
insurrections, and repel invasions" (these quotes are by President George
Washington); (4) to withdraw the people's right to keep and bear arms from the
vicissitudes of political controversy and to place the right beyond the reach of
majorities and officials, and to establish it as a legal principle to be applied by the
courts**, and (5) to insure that the people will always be the "ultimate power" in the
republic of the United States and to maintain firearms as the people's best form of
resistance against despotism and tyranny in government***.

THIS IS IMPORTANT
(FOOTNOTES)
* A restraint is dependent upon the existence of an object which is in need of
protection. At the time that the (" ...shall not be infringed.") restraint in the Second
Amendment was drafted, the " ...right of the people to keep and bear arms.,."
was (and still is) the object for which that restraint was applied (to protect the
right). Clearly, the Second Amendment does state your firearms rights! "A wellregulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state..." was (and still is)
one of the major reasons why firearms rights needed special protection which
resulted in a demand for a Bill of Rights. Individual rights were (and still are)
important, but collective power of the people, collective capacity of the people, and
collective rights of the people were realized as being crucial in importance. This is
how the Second Amendment was constructed: so as to first emphasize and insure
the right to collective action of the people. President George Washington put forth
great efforts in his two-term presidency to formulate and develop the general
population (composed of the body of the people) into being a well-regulated
(meaning efficiently operating) collective capacity militia of the people at large. It
must be understood that the Founding Fathers intended these actions to give support
to their Constitutional system which is based upon the people themselves being the
ultimate power, however, you have failed to be "well regulated". As example I
believe that you can see that you-the-people actually have the RIGHT to gather a
well-regulated force and go forth and militarily take back your government. Is this
possible?
No, not unless you keep your ability to do so for the Government has some very large
guns to use against you. This is why they would rather have you disarmed and
helpless.
The Hanford Initiative re-establishes the meanings, reasonings, and the work of the
Founding Fathers in regard to firearms. State Senator Donald Rogers from Bakersfield
is a co-proponent of the Hanford initiative petition drive.
** Refer to Federal Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson--West Virginia State
Board of Education v. Barnette (1943)
*** "The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to keep and bear arms is,
as a last resort, to protect themselves against tyranny in government." ...Thomas
Jefferson--3rd U.S. President.
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YOU ARE THERE NOW, AMERICA!

Fight using God's Laws
11/23/91 #1 HATONN
To "fight", as in war, when you can make more headway within their own system is
indeed foolish. Part of the intent is to nail all of you real fighters. These are the ones
who join groups who blow up installations and burn and literally break the laws--of
God and Man. You are sucked into these "movements" by trained professionals to do
exactly that--cause chaos, confusion and give excuse for persecution as exampling.
You must take action but you must do it quietly and lawfully. You cannot expect God
to protect and sanction your actions which are against His own laws! I suggest you
stop praying for "your way" for--as in war--neither side is sanctioned by God unless
they are truly the brunt of overtakers. If the original group is already in outlaw
definition--NEITHER side can "count on God to SAVE them". You will "save" selves or
you will perish. The point is--that unless you move in "righteous" intent toward
Natural law and according to God's laws--you aren't going to get into the security
crafts to get into safety with the higher brotherhood. Always God leaves that choice
to each individual. Remember, first of all, you are already locked into our computer
system directly to God attachment and it doesn't work to try and "fool Mother
Nature"! You may look like a bean but if you are a tomato--you don't fool God.

Very high stakes
11/25/91 #1 HATONN
Dear ones of Truth, you will accomplish nothing if you don't get with it and stick with
it. You must embark on a campaign in which you refuse to be defeated, and it has to
be a campaign that grows bigger and stronger hour by hour, day by day. Numbers
count, EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU COUNTS! This is NOT something you can leave to
your neighbor or relative and it is certainly NOT SOMETHING THE GOVERNMENT WILL
DO FOR YOU! The stakes are now nothing LESS than FREEDOM and SURVIVAL!
I am not here to raise false hopes, brothers. You have waited far too long for there to
be any guarantee of success; but if you fail to act NOW, you are guaranteed failure
for we first warned you to take action over a decade ago as a last resort. I would
assume that knowing that there IS action which you can take, you will not avoid
making a decision about what to do about it.
If you fail to take action--then you have made your choice and you will be forever
stuck with the horror of that choice. The fact is that if you herein decide to take no
action--you HAVE made that choice.
If you do not act, you are voting for economic disaster and for total Satanic Bolshevik
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(Soviet/Khazarian) DICTATORSHIP. This is also recognition that you WILL have a
Nuclear War because those are the things which are almost upon you as we write this
day. You-the-People MUST DO YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL DUTY TO STOP IT...
The time has come, chelas and citizens, for all of you to do your duty and do
that which is right simply because it is RIGHT.
You are NOT destined for any kind of PEACE in your world. You must now come into
realization that that is a delusion--an illusion planted by your adversary. The turmoil
is now getting under-way in full intent. Every nation is targeted by the planners.
Every day you hear about this or that nation being specifically considered for
specific action unless THEY MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE PLANNERS! This
goes all the way down to the farmers and all individual citizens—just try to
break a rule or regulation set forth by the bureaus!!!
But there is action going on all across your beloved nation, America. Ones
such as the above listed leaders are doing all they can to lead the way to
restoration of your sovereignty—you must have sovereign nation status in
order to have a "militia", for instance, with which to defend that sovereign
nation. You come from a long way behind in the race, dear ones—but you can
do it if you want to. Get your direction straight with God and His Hosts and
you shall have that which you need to reclaim this blessed nation—continue
in the path you travel and you shall perish—no more and no less and the
choice is yours!
Examples of scams, scandals and direct abuse are all about you--you can pick up any
paper--any day, and find crime and "legal" rip-offs organized by the very Government
you endorse along with the Mafia, CIA, Mossad, (classic criminal operations) all about
you--wherein it is YOU-THE-PEOPLE who are the targets. Let us just look at ONE such
item from your own Washington Times within these past few weeks.
QUOTE:
Mob bilks billions with insurance, tax scams [I shall emphasize some
pertinent points.]:
LOS ANGELES:—Law enforcement officials here point to the largest health
insurance billing fraud in U.S. history and growing gasoline excise tax fraud
nationwide as the kind of billion-dollar businesses enjoyed by members of
the "Soviet" mob.
The $1 billion health insurance scheme was of such magnitude, according to
federal authorities, that it prompted an increase in health insurance
premiums for all California consumers to make up for the millions of dollars
allegedly paid out in fraudulent claims.
"It was an absolutely classic criminal operation," said one law enforcement
official here who requested anonymity. "It rivaled in imagination and gall
anything La Cosa Nostra could ever have done."
The ring allegedly laundered money obtained by phony insurance claims through
foreign banks, created more than 500 shell companies and used mail drops similar to
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those employed by traditional organized crime syndicates.
Fronting as a medical clinic, the operation solicited new patients by promising
free checkups, ran mobile diagnostic centers, performed hundreds of unnecessary
tests and employed dozens of doctors, technicians, billing clerks and administrators.
It allegedly billed insurance carriers an average of $8.000 a patient.
The alleged ringleader. Michael Smushkevich, a 44-year-old Soviet Zionist
immigrant, was indicted in June of 175 counts of mail fraud, money laundering,
racketeering and conspiracy--along with his brother, his wife, his girlfriend, two
doctors, a lawyer and five others.
Federal authorities believe gasoline excise tax frauds nationwide. including a
lucrative operation by SOVIET ORGANIZED CRIME GANGS, will account for
more than $1 billion in lost taxes this year.
The scheme, authorities say, is relatively simple: Organized crime gangs, as
wholesalers, purchase gasoline through shell companies from distributors in South
America and Africa and then sell it to independent gas stations nationwide. The gangs
collect millions in taxes but do not turn it over to the government.
At up to 40 cents a gallon in state and federal taxes, or about $3,000 per tanker
truck, the profits can add up quickly.
"If you consider the number of gallons sold, you begin to understand the magnitude
of the potential problem and the temptation to cheat," said Assistant Attorney
General Shirley D. Peterson, who heads the Justice Department's tax division. [H:
This cannot go on without your own Government participation!]
"They run with the license for as long as they can before someone catches on, and
then they're gone," said Detective William Pollard, a Los Angeles Police Department
organized crime expert. "They can make millions of dollars in a very short period of
time."
The Justice Department has more than 100 investigations under way into gas tax
schemes in 18 cities and more are expected.
END OF QUOTING
Let us leave this document for now, Dharma, as we must attend trial matters for the
upcoming court case. When we sit again I think it is time to write about the new deal
with La Cosa Nostra launched Soviet Mafia. It is surely past time you attend your
national affairs for soon you will have no nation of the people to attend.
Salu, Hatonn to clear.
You can make requests of the Big Three credit reporting firms.
Addresses: CBI/Equifax: P.O. Box 4081, Atlanta, GA 30302
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TransUnion: Eastern region: P.O. Box 360, Philadelphia, PA 19105 Midwestern region:
P.O. Box 2926, Wichita, KS 67201
South: 222 S. First St., Suite 201, Louisville, KY 40202
West: P.O. Box 3110, Fullerton, CA 92634 Tel 1-714-738-3800
TRW: 12606 Greenville Ave., P.O. Box 749029, Dallas, TX 75374

Where is Justice?
11/24/91 #1 HATONN
Hatonn present in great love and caring, chela. With the realization that your heart is
preoccupied with the court trial this week, I believe that we will devote the first
portion of our writing to that subject--the incredible demise of your "justice" system.
For you readers, I cannot catch you up in full but I would say that the "trial" in point
comes a full three and a-half years after the day when these ones went to public sale
to purchase their property (in which they were already living and purchasing). The
story is too lengthy but suffice it to say that they were attending THE sale at the
instructions of the S&L in question. There was NO sale--not even an auctioneer to
conduct the sale. After this it became a nightmare with false witnesses, incredible
conspiracy and hundreds of thousands of dollars and over a hundred-fifty "motions",
etc., dozens of court hearings--only to finally getting to start over. The first cause of
action was an "Unlawful Detainer" action which finally got overthrown in one court to
ONLY NOW get around to being heard. In other words, these people have lived with
the threat of moving and losing every inch of property at the hands of liars and
thieves for 3 and 1/2 years. Major court hearings always coming up during the major
holidays. It has, however, been a prime example case and points up the incredible
injustice in your judicial system. This time we have demanded (and paid for) a jury
and perhaps it will be less easy to fool twelve citizens.
There is ample PROOF that the files have been tampered with and documents
removed--once right in the courtroom--by the opposing attorney, Steven Horn.
Dharma and Oberli both witnessed him remove the document and their attorney
witnessed (simultaneously) Horn replacing adjacent files back into the bindings. When
this was told to the Judge in chambers--the Judge upheld Horn's denial without even
once questioning the witnesses. Further, in front of Ekker's lawyer and the Judge in
that room--Mr. Horn threatened the Ekkers and specifically Dharma. He said to the
Judge that Mrs. Ekker writes these perverted, preposterous and fanatic papers and
"...if she prints one word of this outside this court, I will get them." You have come a
long, long way, America--it will not be easy to undo these things for all is run by
blackmail, bribes and other assorted criminal activities. It is up to you. These ones
are willing to go to the Supreme Court with this if necessary but you will have to
stand with them. I can assure you that just for this little "hearing" the court will be
full and I will appreciate your prayers.
You see, perjury and fixed witnesses are the rule--not the exception.
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In this line of discussion, I would like to share a Lawyer's point of view. This is one
that none of you know for I do not wish to involve our own Attorney's views in this
public document but this young man sums up the system in its perversement.

Why I quit practicing Law
11/25/91 #1 HATONN
By Sam Benson. Interviewed in Newsweek magazine, Nov. 4, 1991. Benson, 35, lives
in Colorado Springs, Colo, and is writing a book about why he quit the law. [H: You
readers in Colorado Springs or "all of you readers"--contact this man and get
him in touch with our Law Center, please. I wanted no contact of any kind
prior to the writing of this material.]
QUOTE:
One day two summers ago I sat and looked out the window of my office at the fancy
landscaping and the immaculately kept brick driveway and I suddenly knew I was
going to quit my job. The next morning I told one of the firm's partners, an old friend,
that I did not want to practice law anymore. I will never forget the overwhelming
sense of relief I felt as soon as the words were out. Now, many months later, I am
astounded that I was able to practice law for more than two years of my life. It was
not any single event that pushed me over the edge. It was an uneasiness, an
uncomfortableness that was always there for me. I was tired of the deceit. I was tired
of the chicanery. But most of all, I was tired of the misery my job caused other
people.
In the United States, we have what is known as an adversarial system of law. This
means that attorneys in practice are hired to oppose somebody or some entity with
all the power and vigor that the system gives them. The code of ethics states that an
attorney must zealously represent his or her client. This is where the concept of the
attorney as a "hired gun" originates. In practice this creates a warlike atmosphere for
attorneys in which they are pressured by clients to win at any cost and by any means
available. And, as we found out during Desert Storm, truth is often the first casualty
of war.
In this warlike setting, cooperation is often seen as a sign of weakness. Many
attorneys believe that "zealously representing their clients" means pushing all rules of
ethics and decency to the limit. The sad thing is, they may be right. A nice guy does
not usually make a good attorney in the adversarial system.
The old warring axiom that "the best defense is a good offense" is usually the battle
cry for zealous lawyers. An attorney launches his or her offense by using "discovery"
as a weapon. During litigation, both sides are allowed to "discover" as much as they
can about the other side's case prior to trial. This is done with oral depositions
(transcribed testimony in a formal setting), detailed interrogatories (written
questions) and requests for documents and other records calculated to lead to
relevant evidence. While this all sounds fine and dandy, in reality the discovery
process is often used to intimidate, harass and cost an opponent time and attorneys'
fees in addition to finding facts. In many cases, the winner is the last party still
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financially able to pay the attorney.
Justice is an insignificant concept in today's legal system. Attorneys who specialize in
civil litigation--the personal-injury cases, contract disputes, malpractice cases, etc.,
that are the bread and butter of most practices--are simply more interested in
winning cases than solving disputes by finding a fair solution. When people pay an
attorney $250 an hour, they do not want compromise: they want their attorney to do
battle with all guns blazing. The theory is that with the two sides battling it out tooth
and nail, the deserving party will prevail. The reality is that the side that strikes
hardest and fastest is likely to prevail regardless of the relative merits of their cases.
This makes most lawsuits entirely passionless adventures, undertaken with little or no
conviction or principles. To be successful you either have to make winning an
imperative with a life of its own, or you learn to rationalize by ignoring the
detrimental facts of your case while accentuating the helpful ones until you begin to
believe your own position. By using the adversarial system, we have created a
profession in this country that by its very nature encourages being disagreeable,
pushy and sometimes even dishonest to be successful. Then we turn around and hate
attorneys for being disagreeable, pushy and dishonest.
Cutting corners: There are attorneys who do their best to balance these inherent
conflicts without sacrificing their integrity. My point is that the adversarial system
makes it inherently difficult to do so. Those who act ethically often put themselves at
a competitive disadvantage. Obviously, this is a very difficult situation to explain to a
frustrated client.
It is not hard to imagine in this atmosphere how easy it is for attorneys to start
cutting corners. In fact, it has been suggested by at least one legal scholar that lying
and deception in the legal profession are serious and pervasive problems. "For years
we have 'winked, blinked and nodded' at blatant if not outrageous lying and deception
in pleading, negotiating, investigating, testifying, and bargaining. In almost every
aspect of our professional practice we have come to accept, in fact to expect, a
certain amount of lying and deception.... ", wrote Richard K. Burke, professor of law
at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock, in a 1984 law-review article. "Not only
our code of ethics, but also many of our rules of evidence and procedure frustrate and
inhibit truth telling and truth finding and are largely responsible for the wholesale
public condemnation that plagues us."
At the present time, I know that there are assaults on these problems such as
revisions in the code of ethics and the use of mediation and arbitration to settle
disputes outside the courtroom. I am simply stating my perception that there are
some built-in conflicts in the "adversarial system" that are going to make real reform
very difficult. As long as we have an adversarial system we must expect attorneys to
in fact be adversarial and zealously represent their clients. However, attorneys cannot
expect the public to love them while they are acting in that role. If the legal
profession wants to change its image, it needs to get serious about solving problems
rather than justifying, exacerbating and inflaming problems just to win a case. To do
this would involve a total overhaul of the legal system, not just a new paint job. I
doubt that this is likely to occur anytime soon.
END OF QUOTING
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The above only touches the very shallow surface of the facts of the corruption in the
system. When you have a massive scandal such as the Savings & Loan, specifically in
this case in point--Santa Barbara Savings and Loan Association--the culprits in crime
go all the way to the U.S. White House and two Presidents, Reagan and Bush. This
particular case includes the Resolution Trust Corporation in corruption, Sen. Alan
Cranston, Shea and Gould Law firm and numerous Judges 'and Lawyers who have
and are, actually involved in the efforts to "take this piece of property". The property
was "flipped" many times by "deed buyers" and finally ended up even with Salomon
Brothers involved. America, I don't see any hope for your nation or freedom in Truth
if this is allowed to continue.

HOW AND WHEN WILL
THIS END?
How will this end? Well, perhaps you should judge. Three and a-half years of
litigation--only to "starting over" indicates that it depends on the bribes and blackmail
involved.
Either way, this week's trial only determines whether or not there was an actual sale-nothing more. If it is determined there "was" a sale, in spite of proof otherwise--the
intent is to take possession of the property and toss the Ekkers into the street. If "our
side" proves there was "no sale", then the whole thing starts again over "quieting
title" and somewhere out there a million years from now may or may not come to
accounting of damages and ultimate solution. How many of you readers can endure
the pressures of half-a-million dollars to two or three million dollars in legal fees to
fight over a $175,000 dollar property? Do you see how you are "had"? The RTC, who
now has control of the "deed", is just receiving another $80 billion of your money
(taxes) to support these insider thieves and legal slime suckers. In some instances
the RTC is paying ten to twenty lawyers while cases are in progress. In this case
alone, Mr. Horn is receiving untold amounts with no end in sight--and he gets his fees
within ten days--cash across the board! He has, in addition, hired other law firms at
outrageous prices like some $12,000 to write one "writ" which, itself, was totally
overflowing with incredible lies and misrepresentations to the point of being dismissed
from a higher court. In addition to that, there are now RTC attorneys in unlimited flow
in participation, along with all the people who previously staged this event at SBS
sitting in higher salaried positions now being paid by the RTC instead of the defunct
(in receivership) S & L. In this case Bank of America was allowed to purchase, at
ridiculous prices, all GOOD assets of SBS while the RTC takes the "BAD" or "litigation"
assets. Further, the adversary "opposition" in this case will do ANYTHING to stop this
information from becoming public.
We found that one lawyer was required to falsify a "reconstructed" hearing (because
the taped testimony from the courtroom was stolen from the court files). This
"reconstruction" was "privately" conducted with just the Judge and the two attorneys.
The clients were not even notified and were not allowed to be present nor the conclusion opened for accuracy. (The Ekker's were, however, required to PAY for the
cost of the reconstruction, both in court time and legal fees.) The information
was not allowed the clients for some two years at which point it was noted that the
client's own attorney falsified the statements. The document finally surfaced "after
the time of expiration of ' statute of limitations' had run." (Or, so the attorneys
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thought--isn't it nice that our current attorneys noted those expiration dates and filed
a quiet suit to keep the time from expiring. This is now in full expectation of
confrontation.)
This is why it is so hard for me to take sides and proclaim purity in ones such as Hill
and Thomas. Both lied, both had ulterior motives and a man like Thomas does not
work within a system so corrupt and not have misused the courts at some time in his
career. He would not have been appointed by the criminals above him if he was
"PURE". He is, however, a relatively good person and would actually serve well--IF
YOU-THE-PEOPLE SUPPORTED AND DEMANDED CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AND
JUSTICE. WHAT HAPPENS IS TOTALLY UP TO YOU-THE-PEOPLE AND WHAT YOU
CHOOSE TO DO TO STOP THIS MADNESS!
Dharma, I am going to close this document now for your level of stress has about
reached the point of blowout. We have an all-afternoon meeting to conduct and I can
only offer my love and appreciation unto you, chela. I shall not move from your side
and we will take a portion of this meeting to give opportunity to share with the
gathered ones, this case--we will have a practice session and get the ones present
and unfamiliar with the case to act as jury. It will be an excellent opportunity for
refreshing memories, blowing off the steam and allowing the "group" to participate.
All are welcome to the court and I would urge all who can come personally to that
"trial" to be present. We must begin to support ones who dare to stand forth in
TRUTH.

Shamir to take more
Arab land
11/25/91 #1 HATONN
I can only warn you once again, to beware of the Gray Lizard! Shamir returned to
Israel (State of) but he is not through with you nor with taking all of the lands he
declares belong in the bundle with Israel. He may wear a plastered smile but he
intends to command and demand control and of all things he detests, the most
detested is to be questioned as to loyalty and/or authority. The "Jewish" community
by and large resisted his obvious pushing and soliciting. He is rebuked by requests of
other nations to hold talks in the U.S.--but he won't agree to any talks in any nearby
Arab nations so he is building a facade to fool all of you-again. All of this is for
appearances while he TELLS you what he is going to do--ISRAEL INTENDS TO TAKE
BY FORCE THOSE NEARBY NATIONS ONE WAY OR ANOTHER--WHETHER THROUGH
OCCUPATION OR WAR DOESN'T MATTER MUCH TO THE KHAZARS. The real purpose
of Shamir's visit to the U.S., however, was to allow his entourage to disperse and
meet all over your nation with inside operatives to finalize plans within the U.S. I shall
get to this connection in just a minute.
The economy is so teetery that something will have to happen very quickly--the
intent all along was to instigate some sort of emergency prior to the first of the year
to distract all of you and now the plans are laid and functional. You will note that
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"after the Constitutional deadline", dickering is still going on in Congress. The
Congress wants to adjourn and you are distracted by the holidays and so you have
again seen laid the deliberate method to pass bills and other things right in front of
you without you seeing what is being done TO you.
I desire to write in depth about the Banks and Thrifts in transition but I find shedding
light on our upcoming segment more urgent in view of recent Israeli top-level
visitors. The in-place Soviet Mafia is hand in hand with the Israeli power brokers and
criminals and you have a most serious problem to confront--along with everything
else falling down on you. Hiding it will not make it go away--hiding it is what has
brought it down upon you. As for the Banks and Thrifts, there is a superb book now in
publication which is far more easily understood by you as written by men on your
place. I ask that information regarding that book be given in this paper. Tapes on the
subject can also be obtained but I prefer our publisher give those details for we are
so pushed for "time" to alert you on other matters. (Eds: INSIDE JOB, ETC. by S.
Pizzo, Harper Collins Publishers, P.O. Box (388, Dunmore, PA 18512 ($10,95
paperback)
I have given you much on the Resolution Trust Corporation and will write in detail
about the government "Issue Brief" as made public as a "Major Planning Issue" as
presented in Congressional hearings, reports, and documents. The "contrast" and
supplementation to the book above mentioned will make for comprehensive insight
and I hope you will utilize both for I prefer to not have to go into more depth as it is
only one iceberg in your sea of troubles.
I do not wish to spend time on politics, so-called shuttle launches and/or Sununu. You
are, if you read regularly, informed enough to know that for which to look. Please
understand that my people (scribe) has a most important "trial" this week and I must
allow time for instruction and legal planning.
Note carefully what is happening in the East Bloc (Soviet) nations and the methodical
destruction of the resisters and all buildings, homes and industry to disallow any
return to normal and/or possible "living"--in those areas for years and years to come-as it was.
I am going to turn attention now to what we will refer to as "Deal with La Cosa Nostra
Launched Soviet Mafia". Rather than give you higher resource into the subject I am
going to again utilize information present and available. It is far better if you are not
having to say that a space person gave you this shocking information if at all
possible.
I do, however, have to protect sources and intelligence investigators so please bear
with me as to where I got the writings from which I write this day. The original information was brought forth by one Jonas Bernstein of the Washington Times. I leave
it to you to be discerning but you had best note how carefully the world-wide
revolution has been launched----not peace. Remember those rules in the "Manifesto"
and "Talmudic Protocols"? Well, you do NOT have PEACE moving upon you. You DO
HAVE "...., men against women, women against men,...." You have nation against
nation, states against states, and thus and so--I need not spout it all to you again.
You must attend, however, the magnitude of the accomplishment of the goal as
provided in those "rules" and "laws" of action in those projections.
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I give appreciation to this author in point and to the inside researchers who have
diligently gotten confirmation of the information.
The reprint is from the Washington Times at the end of September 1991 (29th). We
simply have not had opportunity to share it prior to now so please be patient with us.

Crime in USSR
increases markedly
11/25/91 #1 HATONN
QUOTING:
MOSCOW: Moscow these days might be summed up in a phrase: too many people
chasing too few dollars.
With the economy in collapse, and the value of the ruble plummeting along with the
supply of most consumer items, virtually everybody seems to be doing the hardcurrency hustle: from the ubiquitous young men hawking T-shirts, Soviet flags, and
other communist paraphernalia to the 50 hookers who cruise the bars of the
Intourist hotel each evening.
Dollar customers can jump the queue at the Prague restaurant on Moscow's famous
Arbat. A full-service restaurant, indeed: With the first course, the waiter pulls out a
pocketful of Soviet military watches; with the second, caviar.
"You want girls?" he asks as he brings dessert, gesturing toward two young women
who have been hovering at the entrance of the hard-currency room.
For more and more Soviets, anything goes. But is it "crime", or simply part of the
transition to a market economy? Official statistics indicate a crime wave: In Moscow
at the start of the 1980's, there were 20,000 crimes a year; last year there
were 46,000.
Nationwide, crime has increased 40 percent in the past five years. But nobody
seems to know exactly what is a crime and what isn't. Ask police officials about the
droves of prostitutes flagrantly plying their trade in Moscow's big hotels and
restaurants, and they'll note that, strictly speaking, there are no laws against it.
[H: Nor any inspection for disease and/or AIDS.]
"Anyway, it's very hard to prove," they invariably add. Such benign neglect presages
a growth industry: In a recent survey, when Soviet high school girls were asked
what they wanted to be after graduation, 75% said "hard-currency
prostitute".
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SOVIET CRIME GOES
MODERN
Like the clothes worn by young Muscovites, some of the crime is looking more au
courant: The Russian police seized 16.3 tons of drugs last year, mostly opium
and marijuana, and the quantity of drugs captured during the first three
months of this year was up 107 percent over the same period last year.
The fact that 10,000 acres of top-quality weed grows wild in Russia (which has the
largest cannabis fields in Europe) suggest future increases.
Illegal sales of arms--including, most recently, guns imported from Western Europe
that fire tear gas--have surged. Murder rate, juvenile crime--both up.
On top of this, the six years since the birth of perestroika have seen the rise not only
of private business-men but also free-lance gangsters and racketeers.
The emergence of joint ventures and semiprivate cooperative businesses combined
with an equally rapid drop in productivity and increasing scarcity have created a
virtual petri dish for criminal groups.
Just as anywhere else, the escapades of the underworld have captured the
imagination of the Soviet public. They have also been a great source of copy for
publications like "Commersant", a wildly popular independent political/business
weekly.
In December it carried an article, whose author understandably wished to remain
anonymous, describing the activities of 10 criminal gangs operating in the
capital.
The piece included a map of Moscow, showing their spheres of influence. The groups'
activities, according to the article: shakedowns of underground and cooperative
businesses, prostitution, drugs and gambling.
Perhaps the most legendary is the Lubertsy gang, named after its home base on
the outskirts of Moscow. It was born in the late Brezhnev era, when the collapsing
petrodollar meant the Communist Party could no longer keep the state shops even
minimally supplied. A deficit in goods meant a rise in crime.
"I remember the first ' Lubers'," says Alexander Gorkin, a criminologist who for 10
years worked in the Moscow police force's Department of Criminal Investigation.
"In 1980 or 1981 (a decade ago), four boys from Lubertsy, between 16 and 18--big
boys, one a boxer--came to Moscow, and went to a department store. They had
coupons. They didn't find the kind of stuff they wanted, and someone offered to buy
the coupons in front of the shop, at a 2 rubles-to-one rate.
"They made the deal and sold these coupons. They realized they got a so-called '
doll', a pack of money with two bills on either end, but only paper in the middle.
When they realized they had been swindled, they decided to get their money back.
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"And because the people pulling these swindles in front of the shops were not very
big, they caught them and beat them. They got their money back. They were
successful and liked it. They hired several other boys from Lubertsy and came to
this... store a second time, and the dealers in front of the shop started paying them
off."
The gang eventually developed into a large Mafia-like organization. In late
June, seven Lubertsy mobsters were sentenced to prison for robbery and attempted
murder. It was Moscow City Court's first verdict against a criminal group, sentences
were handed down despite the fact that during the trial all of the witnesses and
victims retracted the statements they had made during the police investigation. [H:
Ah, competition is a nasty thing, isn't it?]

A MULTITUDE OF MAFIAS
The Russian republic's Ministry of Internal Affairs says there are 3,000
criminal groups of varying sizes in Russia alone, along with over 200 major
crime bosses. (The republic contains more than 50 percent of the Soviet Union's
population and 76 percent of its territory).
Their activities differ, often depending on local tradition or geography. In the
north Caucasus, you find banditry, in the Far East, criminal activity centers
on secondhand Japanese cars. What worries police is the growing
sophistication of many of the groups.
"The mechanism is usually the same," says Egorov Konstantinovich, head of the
organized crime section of the Russian republic's Ministry of Internal Affairs. "First
they make money through banditry--stealing and so on. Then they get
property. Then they try to open joint ventures or co-ops, they go abroad,
they buy hard currency. etc."
Another major source of gossip among Muscovites, as well as crime writers, are the
Chechens, an ethnic Muslim group from the north Caucasus. [H: No, they are not
Muslims--they use the cover of proclaiming themselves Muslim--they are
Khazarian right out of the ruling system. The story is worthy of the telling
and becomes more important keeping the preceding fact uppermost in mind.
This is where delusions are built and nurtured and repetition becomes
recognized as "fact" even if totally false.] The name (Chechens) has become
synonymous with one particularly vicious crime gang.
It began in the late 1970'1, in the South Port section of Moscow, the location of a
big, informal second-hand car market. The Chechen gang preyed on people
selling their cars and later moved into petty racketeering and prostitution.
Their methods, according to both fact and legend, were notably violent. The gang
grew in size and sophistication, and members soon opened up cooperatives and
began to launder their money.
The Chechen gang, like the Lubertsy, has been greatly weakened by arrests this year.
There are rumors that the other crime gangs of Moscow have formed an alliance
aimed at driving the remnants of the Chechen group out of the capital. But, says
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Konstantinovich of Russia's antimob unit, "We have a saying in Russian: ' A blessed
place can't be empty'. One group leaves, another takes its place."

A BLACK CIRCLE
Police complain that in their fight against organized crime they are hampered by weak
legislation. In Soviet law there is no such phrase as "organized crime". Officials
say they would like the Supreme Soviet to adopt measures similar to the
comprehensive anti-racketeering (RICO) legislation in the United States. [H: Anyone
queasy and nervous yet?]
Others say that such reforms would treat symptoms, not causes. The problem of
crime, they say, goes much deeper: For years, crime and the communist system have
existed in symbiosis. Until recently, any business activity in the Soviet Union
was illegal. So it was driven underground and it survived in large part by bribing
officialdom. The Communist Party apparatus grew fat off this "shadow
economy", and the underground businessman himself began to develop a criminal
psychology.
This is what Uri Schekochikhin, a columnist with Literturnaya Gazeta and perhaps
Russia's most famous crime observer, has called a "black circle". He estimates that
80 percent of the profits of organized crime went to bribe communist
officials.
While communism has collapsed [H: NO--ONLY THE LABEL.], these legacies have
not: Police corruption, for instance, "knows no limits" says Moscow sociologist
Igor Jakovenko, who saw it in action five years ago when he conducted a sociological
study of hard-currency prostitutes at the Cosmos hotel.
Igor Svinarenko, a crime writer with Commersant, agrees, but has sympathy for the
police. "I'm studying daily the poor conditions of police," he says. "For example,
one officer is catching gangsters--not behind a desk, you know, but a good
professional. He makes 400 rubles a month. Do you know what 400 rubles
is? These are 500 rubles," he says, pointing to his jeans.
The frequent result: "They make dirty business. I cannot forgive their crime. But I
cannot demand that they protect me and risk their lives for 400 rubles a month." [H:
Please take this opportunity to compare nations, etc. Note how subtle is the
plan to cause ones to depend upon evil and criminal methods to become
"hooked" on a physical standard which becomes unacceptable to change!]
While not facing the same danger as the police, the average Soviet citizen faces the
same hardships--shortages and low wages paid in increasingly worthless rubles.
Virtually everyone with half a brain seems to have a scheme going on the side. [H:
This is exactly what has happened to all the nations and is prevalent in the
U.S. to the point of total destruction of your populace. What will you do,
Americans, when the welfare is cut-off, there is no disability or
unemployment income, no medical care and NO FOOD—for the housing is
already turning massively back to the criminal elements set up to attend the
problem? What ARE YOU going to do? Crime is already massive, even among
the youth who are supplied drugs and guns and trained to kill without
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thought or care. It is gravely serious!]
"Many people have a business that involves going to Singapore, or maybe
Delhi or Kabul; they buy there some manufacture, some shirts and jeans and
other things," says Gregory Kazankov, one of Moscow's new young private
businessmen. "They buy, in dollars [how interesting], these clothes, for say,
$50, top $70. They go through our customs, sometimes paying off the
customs officer."
In Moscow, they can sell these items to commercial shops for as much as 7,000 to
8,000 rubles, a profit of 500 percent or more. [H: This is even more interesting
since we just noted 400 rubles is the monthly average income!] "Then they
buy dollars in Moscow for rubles on the black market....And then they go to Delhi
again."
For Arkady Murashev, a cochairman of the Democratic Russia movement and
considered by some a likely future Russian president, the new "business"--illegal,
shady, what have you--is simply the market system in its infancy.
An avid free-marketeer he is; a Puritan, he isn't. Ask him about prostitution: "It's a
free choice of her, and a free choice of you. Where's the crime?" Drugs? Decriminalize
them, as in Holland. [H: Humnn!?!]
Others agree that much of what officialdom calls "organized crime" is simply
protocapitalism. "You can compare the development of criminals in our socialist
country with the first centuries of the development of capitalism in Europe," says Com
mersant' s Mr. Svinarenko. "The first capitalists were also gangsters and pirates.
Terrible people. But this way they earned their money and started capital. And then
their children or grandsons became normal businessmen. You know: 'My father was a
bandit, a gangster, he was hanged, but now I'm a good, normal citizen'."
Some of Moscow's crime gangs, he adds, "are developing into normal business
constructions. They are shooting only rarely. So these terrible murders, terrible
crimes, these are for dilettantes, newcomers."
But a frequently expressed worry is that the Soviet Union, rather than moving to a
true market economy, will stall somewhere in the middle. The result, some in the
intelligentsia fear, will be something like a hybrid of Colombia, with its economically
powerful and politically influential drug barons, and Mexico, with its thoroughly
corrupt ruling party and huge disparities of wealth. [H: Like where in the world is
ALL THAT GRAIN AND ASSISTANCE "STUFF" GOING IN RUSSIA? RIGHT! IT IS
BEING HANDLED SECURELY BY THE KGB! YOU GIVE IT AND THE KGB
OPERATES A DEMOCRATIC-CAPITALISTIC DISTRIBUTION!]
Even an observer as experienced as Literaturnaya Gazeta's Schekochithin is not sure
where all this is leading.
"I know some great people from the real Mafia," he says. "One, you see him on
television all the time. He's a very respectable man; the head of one great organization, new cooperative organization. I know that he is a friend with some of the new
politicians... He's a great man, but he's a gangster--I know it. Some years ago he was
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the head of a common foundation of criminals (association of criminal groups). And
real criminal groups--not from the black market, but REAL criminals. Sometimes I
don't know, maybe, what is normal. Because I work and try to understand what is
going on in our country, what is normal, what is not. It's our life: not very simple."
Many of these crime gangs have merged or work independently in other nations and
the largest shift has been into and within the select placements in the United States
and Canada. But it is important to understand the growth and out-of-control growth
in the Soviet Union-as if totally following a plan of some proportion and long-laid.
In one instance two hit men from Moscow were sent to kill a Brighton Beach
businessman who refused to cooperate in a still-unsolved crime.
"Their expansion parallels that of the early beginnings of La Cosa Nostra," says FBI
Supervisory Agent Susan Chainer, who heads the bureau's foreign counterintelligence
division in Los Angeles, where about 30,000 Soviet immigrants live. [Oops!]
"It's a natural evolutionary process, and while we still consider the Soviets to be an
emerging crime problem, we see them branching out," she says. "They have
broadened their victim population."
Soviet crime gangs this year, according to authorities, will steal hundreds of
millions of dollars in gasoline excise taxes from New York City to Los Angeles
[not to mention getting the gasoline in criminal manner also]. They will also
account for millions in various insurance and credit card frauds; and smuggle
hundreds of stolen weapons out of the country to buyers in the Soviet Union,
Israel, South America and Africa.
And authorities fear that relaxed U.S. immigration rules to accommodate
Jews fleeing increased anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union and a recent
willingness on the part of the Soviets to open their borders will pave the way
for an influx of up to 5 million immigrants--including criminals.
"It will be a difficult process to screen all those applications to ensure that those who
don't belong here don't make it in," says Thomas Parker, assistant agent in charge of
the FBI field office in Los Angeles. "There will be those looking to take advantage of
the situation." [H: Yes indeed—like the FBI and Thomas Parker!]

PAY ATTENTION: THESE
ARE CLUES!
HARDENED BY THE KGB and Russian prisons, many Soviet criminals—from
Kiev, Moscow, Odessa and Leningrad—found that gaining entry into the
United States was easy. U.S. authorities said many qualified as Jewish
emigres, and those who didn't easily obtained fraudulent documents to win
visas.
"While the vast majority of Soviets did not take advantage of humanitarian efforts by
the United States for their own personal reasons, some did," says a high-ranking U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service official. "And it has been nearly
impossible to screen undesirables out."
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Many applicants, the official says, had been prison inmates, apparently well
trained in criminal activities, but records seldom said why. As a result, he
said, U.S. authorities waived the requirement for detailed explanations of
prior arrests or prison sentences--a policy that remains today.
"There was no way to tell if they were political prisoners or hardened
criminals", the INS official says. "So there was no way to fairly reject anyone."
The exodus did not go unnoticed by the KGB. U.S. officials, including the
President's Commission on Organized Crime, said many of the Soviet Union's
most dangerous criminals got help from the intelligence agency to leave the
country.
"KGB officials attempted to empty their prisons and rid their society of
undesirables, much as Fidel Castro did during the Mariel boat-lift," the
commission noted in an April 1986 report. It also concluded that a number of
KGB agents "were included among the large numbers of Russian emigres"
and that "a possible connection exists between the KGB and Soviet
immigrants now involved in organized crime" in the United States.
"There's no disputing the fact that the KGB was involved in getting Soviet
criminals into this country," says Alexandre Grant, editor of Novoye Rosskoye
Slovo, New York City's largest Russian-language daily. "You might say it was an
opportunity they just couldn't refuse."
The largest Soviet gang in this country, authorities say, operates out of the
Brighton Beach area of Brooklyn (U.S.A.). Known as "Little Odessa by the
Sea", the picturesque community of Old World shops and colorful street
peddlers linked to Coney Island by a 68-year-old boardwalk is home to about
60.000 Soviet Jewish immigrants.
Operating in the shadow of the elevated subway tracks over Brighton Beach Avenue,
The Soviet Mafia initially established itself by extorting from community
residents. The newly arrived immigrants, who spoke little or no English, proved to
be easy targets.
"They figured out in Moscow and Kiev and Odessa how to operate, and they just
brought it here," says Judah Klein, executive director of the Jewish Community
Council in Brighton Beach. "Many learned to lie and steal and cheat just to survive,
and some got very good at it.
"And once here, they got even better," he said.
The vast majority of Soviet emigres here are hard-working, honest people,"
says New York Patrolman Joseph Armenia, who has walked a beat in Brighton Beach
for more than two years. "Organized crime? It's hard to document, but it's here.
There are meetings, and we've had hits. I just hope the FBI is on top of it." [H: Boy,
are they ever!]
Authorities say that after Brighton Beach, the next major center for Soviet Mafia
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activities is Los Angeles. Other emerging operations are believed to be in
Miami, Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, Cleveland, Detroit and Seattle.
They are loosely organized, low-profile and nearly impossible to infiltrate. Most gang
members are known to law-abiding Soviets, many of whom are afraid to report them
to U.S. law enforcement officials. [H: This is TYPICAL of the manner in which the
"Mossad" (KGB) sets up operations—all the while the so-called "exchange
officers" are infiltrated into the local police and intelligence services.]
"They are very vicious and very violent with their own people," says Detective
William Pollard, a veteran organized crime investigator for the Los Angeles Police
Department. "They're not afraid to show their muscle, and sometimes people turn up
dead."
Evsei Agron, a Leningrad-born Jewish immigrant identified by police as the first
boss of the Soviet Mafia, was not afraid to show his muscle. He often carried an
electric cattle prod to enforce his threats and made thousands of dollars by
threatening to kill the sons, daughters and wives of other Soviet emigres.
The 51-year-old immigrant maintained tight control of the Brighton Beach community
for nearly five years, boasting about time he spent in a Soviet prison and about
killings he purportedly had committed, police said.
It was Agron who moved the Russian Meta out of Brighton Beach and into
new markets by forging a link with the Colombo crime family in New York.
The 1983 Long Island meeting between Colombo captain Larry Iarizzo and Agron's
lieutenant, Michael Markowitz, resulted in a 25 percent take for the Soviets in a
$500 million gas tax scam over two years.
"It was quite a significant meeting", one New York detective says. "When the
Colombo family discovered the Russians were trying to move into the gas tax
market, they could have just whacked them. But they chose to meet, and
that was an important moment in the birth of the Russian Mafia.
That early beginning, police say, has since developed into a working
relationship by the Soviets with four of the five La Cosa Nostra families in
New York.
Soviet crime thugs in Los Angeles are not as well organized, but detectives
have spotted "some of the New York guys" there and believe a working
relationship exists between the two groups. For example; they say credit cards
recently stolen in Los Angeles turned up in Brighton Beach.
Mr. Grant says The Brighton Beach mob, like other emerging Soviet gangs
nationwide, has evolved through three major stages: extortion from its own
community, expansion to other crimes and movement into legitimate
businesses.
"They have been successful because they're willing to take chances," he says. "More
importantly, they have discovered that the better they're organized, the more
influential they become, and the more influential they become, the more money they
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make."
The gangs' most profitable crime, police say, has been gas excise tax scams.
Buying gas from outlets in Africa and South America, the Soviets have established a network of buyers nationwide, particularly in independent stations
in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and California.
As wholesalers under shell companies, they collect excise taxes from the
retailers but never pay the money to the government. The Soviets, along
with their La Cosa Nostra partners, are expected to make more than $1 billion in profits this year in lost tax revenues. [H: Now let me recall—was not
the thrust to make up missing tax funds, a massive thrust to police and
prosecute you struggling citizens into collection of taxes which had
somehow not been collected according to THEIR calculations? How do you
feel about this multi-billion tax-"avoidance"?]
"This is a business that requires very little sophistication," says Ms. Brevetti, whose
strike force first identified and later prosecuted excise tax thieves in New York.
NOW A CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYER in Manhattan [H: It pays lots better!],
she is among a growing number of current and former law enforcement
officials [who claim] concern about a lack of commitment on the part of the
Justice Department to vigorously prosecute Soviet organized crime gangs.
[H: Please, readers, you have now been given so many clues and relationships among all these organizations and your government—that you
should, by now, be piecing the entire story of inter-coalition of these insider
hooked-up deals and organizations. Please, you must begin to see these
connections for selves. You must be suspicious and discerning in EVERY
instance.]
In its 1991 national organized crime strategy, the Justice Department does
NOT mention Soviet gangs, although it does cite Italians, Asians, Jamaicans,
outlaw motorcycle gangs and the Bloods and Crips as ongoing targets. The
Jewish Soviets were also noticeably omitted from a department report on
non-traditional organized crime given last year to the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations.
Soviet Jewish gangs, according to the department, are considered an
emerging crime problem and are NOT formally listed as organized crime for
some unknown reason. But the New York City Police Department has quietly
established a Soviet desk in its organized crime section and has identified
more than 500 suspected Soviet gang leaders and operating members.
State and local authorities expressed frustration over the lack of adequate
response by the federal government, saying the low priority has complicated
the law enforcement efforts.
"Anyone who thinks Soviet Jewish gangs are not organized crime," says Ms.
Brevetti, "is fooling themselves."
END QUOTING From Washington Times
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SOVIET: A DON IN
LIFE, IN DEATH
Let us try another article about this man, Agron, which .I think you will find equally
interesting. This also comes from an article in the Washington Times by Jerry Seper.
NEW YORK--The seven-story brownstone overlooks busy Ocean Parkway, a noisy
expanse of grime-covered concrete. The building is not unlike others lining the
fourlane road, protected by fences, closely trimmed lawns and freshly watered
shrubs.
The scene was much the same on the Saturday morning in May 1985 when Evsei
Agron, a Jewish-Soviet Immigrant and resident of the building, headed for
the Russian baths in Manhattan's East Village. He left his fifth-floor
apartment for the elevator to meet his driver, Boris Nayfield, on the street
below.
"I heard three pops, but thought very little of it," said a resident of the building who
asked not to be identified. "I thought it was some car on the street."
With three shots to the head, the 51-year-old reputed founder and boss of
the Soviet-Jewish Mafia was dead.
"There are those who say Agron was killed by the Colombo crime family because he
had encroached on their turf," said one New York police detective who requested
anonymity. "Others think he was the victim of an internal struggle within the ' Soviet
Mafia'. It's really anybody's guess."
Whatever the case, Agron's killer has never been caught. The murder weapon,
said to be a .25-caliber handgun, has never been found. The only thing police
know for sure is that Mr. Nayfeld, also a Soviet-Jewish immigrant, later went to
work as a driver for Marat Balaguia, who New York police believe was
Agron's successor.
Agron was the first and last boss of the Soviet-Jewish mob who played the
part as if he were a character in a U.S. gangster movie. He was listed as a
vice president of a Brooklyn health club, but police said he often made
rounds in nearby Brighton Beach, home to nearly 60,000 Soviet 'Jewish'
emigres, accompanied by several bodyguards.
A short man who weighed less than 140 pounds, Agron nonetheless was a fearsome
figure [H: Yes, and so is Y. Shamir!]. Police said he kept an electric cattle prod in
his car and once extorted $15,000 from another Soviet immigrant after threatening to
kill the man's daughter on her wedding day. [H: What kind of a "cattle prod" did
Mr. Shamir use on the so-called Jewish community this time? Where are you,
America?]
Agron, who dressed in expensive clothes and liked to be seen with beautiful women,
forged links with La Cosa Nostra crime families in New York and is credited
with bringing sophistication and profits to the Soviet mob.
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The May 1985 shooting was not the first time he had been targeted. Sixteen
months earlier, he was shot in the neck outside his apartment but survived—
telling police at the scene he would "take care" of the assailant himself.
Police said when doctors removed the bullet from Agron's neck in that
incident, they found other bullets in his body from previous wounds.
"He was a tough guy," said Alexandre Grant, editor of Novoye Rosskoye Slovo, New
York City's largest Russian-language daily. "He thought he was Don Carleone from the
'Godfather' movies, and for a time he was."
Balaguia, a Soviet-Jewish immigrant who purportedly assumed control of the
Soviet mob after Agron's death is known in Brighton Beach as the 'Big Man'
or the ' Georgian'."
The 48-year-old Balaguia fled to Europe and South America in 1986 following
his conviction in Philadelphia in a 8360,000 credit card fraud. In February
1990, he was arrested in Germany and returned to the United States, where
he was sentenced to seven years in prison.
With Agron dead and Balagula in prison, it is not clear to law enforcement authorities
if a new boss has been installed, although they believe the organization has since
evolved into at least five groups, each having its own "krootoi", or leader. [H: This
makes it far easier to simply merge into established groups in the politicalcriminal alliance groups in the U.S. It is no longer appropriate to operate in
the old method of "families" but rather to scatter and infiltrate where
blackmail and control can more easily be orchestrated. The time has arrived
for the coalition of forces in order to accomplish the ultimate goal of takeover. Herein you can see that it is "desirable" to not have to nuke your
nation because so many of their own operatives will "get killed"; however,
that was ultimately and soundly made a part of the understanding at onset
of any participation—the probability of getting killed in the action if an
uprising of the citizenry should take place. Greed is a strange thing—the risk
becomes worth the returns in control and money—yes indeed, strange!]
END OF QUOTING
I think this is sufficient substance for the "chewing" this morning. I trust you will heed
the warning signs for today they are most surely "all around you".
I will take leave that the scribe can attend the legal necessities today. Thank you for
your attention.
Hatonn to clear the board. Salu.

Ones in service
11/27/91 #1 HATONN
In the wondrous beauty of this fall day in Southern California, I find it both painful
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and wondrous that you precious ones cannot see all. Across the world at this Thanksgiving time there is such variance of weather, political problems, health problems,
healings, grief, joy and all the variety of experiences going on all at once. Perhaps it
can give you a bit of insight to broader thinking and seeing relationships with your
brethren who seem so remote and yet are now in your very living rooms. You who are
caused to "see it first" are wrapped in my love and protection for the burden is so
very heavy--but, dear ones, so many are opening their eyes and are ready for service
to assist as the task can be isolated and the purpose delineated.
What seems difficult to comprehend is that as you find out facts you will note that
many connections were in operation far back into what you consider "past".
As a for instance, Bill Cooper goes about the country(s) making great defamation
speeches against George Green. I suggest that Mr. Cooper be made apprized of
secret listings of ones being followed daily by the CIA. Mr. Green falls on THAT list
which might well be called the "black list" of the CIA and has been since the early
1980's. I find it most amusing that you ones don't seem to understand even that
which I tell you.
Ones come to me and threaten and petition and, as if it is slander, it is thrown into
my face that "George probably worked for an intelligence group." So? I certainly do
hope so for that is one of the major reasons he is in my service! He will not tell you
this and it is time you ones learn discretion because you seem to have a diligent
purpose in gossiping which leads to death of the ones you claim to love and cherish.
Well, is he? It is none of your business! Please tend of your own business, friends,
and that should keep you sufficiently busy.
If you are to turn this nation (and world) around you are going to HAVE TO HAVE
ones who have worked and experienced the corruption and lies to the extent of
KNOWING the subterfuge. If the enemy bothers, then, to send more into your midst
who are "their" people--give honor because you are making impact--God goes to the
workers who can and will do the job without fear and trembling. A few good men can
and shall turn this place around if it can be thus.
In your efforts to "get ones out of incarceration", for instance, you must listen to
input for some, if they be released, are "dead-men". Some, if the thrust is too great
to attain freedom, become marked and "dead" within the prison. You ones must give
selves into deep and total thought before you jump into the foolishness of making
wrong moves. I specifically ask that you give most careful thought to Jonathan May
and Russbacher. You do not know the purpose nor the binding situation you place
upon those ones.
Russbacher, for instance, was already placed in a position of surveillance and
basically set-up to keep tabs on the one later to become his wife. Why? Because she,
for years, has written for ME (as Aton). These are good confirmations for you of the
public--they are dangerous and deadly positions for the people in point. Russbacher,
for instance, continues to make flights for "big brother" from his place of
imprisonment. Let us all be cautious that we do not play this game of fun and intrigue
to the extent of damaging a brother.
As for "Mrs.", just as soon as we cover her name for protection, we will begin to
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release some of her receiving's but it is far prior to time to do so--for it cannot yet be
allowed. God sets up and allows for teams with which to serve in balance and I
suggest you involved ones--look carefully at that which you have been given and tend
it accordingly.

Piles of inquiries as to
"Who is Dharma?"
11/27/91 #1 HATONN
I have piles of inquiries as to "who is Dharma?" I would have had it never revealed
simply because she asks only to serve in silence and without recognition--but so
many of you already know. The reason that I will simply confirm that Oberli and
Dharma are the "Ekkers" is because we cannot speak of the lawsuits and attempts to
silence them without referring to them. It is not a secret from the ones who place
them under surveillance and perhaps now, security will be increased if more know
who they are for there is protection in public acknowledgement and KNOWING. It
gets harder and harder to have "accidental attempts on life and property".
As soon as we had put forth information regarding the SPACE-GATE cover-ups, Mr.
Cooper rigged an interview with a national radio interviewer out of Las Vegas and told
the whole world who Dharma is and exactly where these ones live along with
telephone number. Now, do you still believe this man wants to save your nation? This
man touts "little grays" and says your government is hostage to the "little gray
aliens". No, your government administration and Congress are blackmailed by "little
gray men like Shamir of Israel". These are NOT aliens from outer space WHO ARE
PLANNED TO REPRESENT THE NEXT MASSIVE THREAT TO YOUR NATION. YOU HAVE
THE PLAN ALREADY RAMPANT WITH PRONOUNCEMENT OF THESE HOSTILE ALIENS
SHOWING UP, LIKE ON DECEMBER 5Th IN THIS "ODD UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT
HEADED FOR YOUR EARTH, ETC".

News Briefs:
Like nails in the coffin
11/27/91 #1 HATONN
One after another the nails are being pounded into the coffin of freedom. Let me just
point out a few highlights that you should be noting.
Note that even on the non-news "CNN" it is said that the fighting continues in Croatia
and the towns are being totally annihilated. But, they also say, "This or that happened before (or after) the people got into their shelters!" YOU HAVE NO SHELTERS-BUT EVEN IN THE BACKWARD PLACES OF THE SOVIET OUTREACH--THEY DO HAVE
SHELTERS!
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One of the most terrible butchers known to man, the former leader of the opposition
in Cambodia, is now back in "free" Cambodia to take control. This is a BIG SIGN,
CHELAS--A VERY BIG SIGN. The power brokers are moving in. They have moved back
in with power in Korea and Viet Nam and now Cambodia.

JAPAN
The worst news you could receive this day--happened! Japan's Parliament
pronounced coalition and intent to send military manpower and support directly to the
United Nations. The members in Parliament swarmed forth to silence the speaker
before he could read the document (which made it law) but preparations were already
taken and police and armed guards kept them at distance long enough for him to
read the document. IF YOU CANNOT SEE WHAT IS COMING DOWN THEN I HAVE NO
WAY TO GAIN YOUR ATTENTION—FOR IT IS FLOODING UPON YOU FROM EVERY DIRECTION AND SEGMENT OF LIFE.

TAXES
Ah yes, there is now a push for a tax-cut for "middle America"! They say it will
"increase confidence in spending for the holidays and help unemployment!" Most of
middle America is already jobless and how spending into horror will help
unemployment eludes me. Perhaps you see sunbeams where I cannot?

ECONOMY BETTER?
Better? They just announced yesterday that one of your biggest and most progressive
industries, IBM, had laid off 20,000 people, is laying off 20,000 more and an
additional 20,000 more early "next" year. I told you months ago that all of the
communications center activities of IBM had already been shifted to Europe! Does this
sound like better American economy? Boeing already has shifted out of America. I
can't even have room here to lay it out for you. How can you recover? You must also
remember that if there is no employment, there can be no welfare assistance. The
"big boys" plan a lot of misery for you before the ending of this year, 1991.

BONUSES
This tidbit is about as gross as anything I have seen this day. Wall Street Journal,
front page: "Goldman Sachs plans to pay its midlevel employees record year-end
bonuses, indicating that compensation paid by Wall Street firms will be the MOST in
at least four years." HOW SO? WHAT NEW JUNK BONDS, S&L RIP-OFFS, ETC., HAVE
THEY BEEN GLEANING? THIS IS ALMOST SICKENING WHEN THE VERY NEXT ITEM IS
RELATIVE TO THE "DISMAL HOLIDAY SEASON".

Beloved friends who write
11/27/91 #1 HATONN
We are overflowed with appreciation and love for you precious friends who write and
send support and information for confirmation. I wish there was a way in which we
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could share it all and then, perhaps, you could better see how it is possible that
enough people will see and act to change this "thing".
One writes of inability to understand and an overwhelming lack of perceived ability to
undertake and accomplish change. This one relates it to hearing Bo Gritz and seeing
his thrust and belief that it can be done. "But he proclaims himself a ' warrior' and I
am not," the letter continues - -. You only perceive that you are not a warrior—the
very fact that you sat and penned a letter to an unseen friend and brother declares
otherwise. Your "support", even if only a message of appreciation, is that which can
keep the active WARRIORS going. When you reach a level of balance and vision
enough to recognize God in your equation--then you shall see the miracles flow like
water from the eternal spring.
This does not mean, necessarily, that all will be bright and shiny new and all is turned
about with full employment and a return to abundance of material wealth as instant
as the coffee you place in a cup and add hot water. It requires time to repair that
which has been brought into destruction. The adversary has carefully planned that IT
WILL NOT BE EASY FOR YOU! YOU HAVE ALREADY COME UNDER THE SOVIET
ZIONIST CONTROL AND YOU SIMPLY DO NOT YET SEE IT.
Back to my statement about correspondence and support; I am dismayed that I
cannot share every document--good and bad--for each bears confirmation and
support in spite of that which the writer intends. However, hundreds upon hundreds
of pages bear Truth and we have no way to get the information to you.
I continue to get priceless information from one I greatly honor and whose work I
often share with you. This is Jim Hazel. He, yesterday, gave me permission to share
his P.O. Box address with you readers for I get inquiries and contact information
regarding this person. He is extremely learned and has great authority on the
relationship of the Zionists, Zionist Protocols as integrated into your society, i.e., this
day he sends a lengthy writing on the U.S. Postal system and the "Ultimate Mail
Fraud". If we can find space, for it is lengthy, we will reprint it--yes, it IS that good!
I am massively indebted to our own "Nora" who has done many reviews of
information research such as on THE GENEVA BIBLE, THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA,
the Khazars (Chazars) and dozens more from the research of my own label to that of
Sananda. Chelas, your proof is all about you if you would but seek-for it is given unto
you that if ye diligently seek, so shall ye "find".

Who are the Khazars?
11/27/91 #1 HATONN
These people had the largest empire in the world for well over three hundred years
and yet, almost no-one even has heard of them. These are the ones who came from
Nordic, Russ, Mongol lineage. These are the ones who took up Judaism as a religion
of choice. They are the most well-recognized vicious warriors and terrorists of your
history. Yet somehow all of this has been deliberately taken and squashed from your
historical records--that in itself should tell you the Truth of it. These people have
moved on through the ensuing time as Zionists and Talmudists--calling and selfBack to Menu
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labeling themselves "Jews".
Nora has given me a whole list-from research papers--of names by which these
Khazars were recognized, and this is only a tiny few: Arabic: "Huzar", Hebrew:
"Kuzari, pl. Kuzarim", Chinese: "Koss (a bit like Russian Kosacks)", Turkish: "Gazmak
(meaning: to wander)", "Akatirs" (name given by historian, Priscus), "Agkazar"
(White Khazar), "Qara Kazar" (Black Khazar) [White and Black are NOT "color"
designations], "Huns", "Sabir" (Turkish Kazars), "Turks" &/or "Huns", "Cosri-Kuzari"- - etc. It is noted that as the more recent times came into focus--these ones created
the label "Jew" in the 1760s (18th Century) and it was made widespread acceptable
as a label for these new self-proclaimed Talmudists as delineated from the Torahian
Judaists who became known widely as Sephardics. As time has passed the group is
recognized as the Ashkenazi Jews. Do not let the ending of the word miss your
attention: "nazi".
I have a question for your readers. It is very costly to do research and then publish
anything. How many of you would utilize and avail yourselves of the material (at the
same prices as the JOURNAL volumes, for that is where the printer and publisher can
"break even") if Nora and some of these other researchers would compile this
background factual data for you? We have no time nor inclination to do it for the heck
of filling up spare time—we HAVE NO TIME, SPARE OR OTHERWISE. However, if demand is great enough--we can begin to arrange to give you back-up material from
the extraordinary resources. I work from other information and Dharma does NO
RESEARCH AT ALL--I GIVE HER THAT WHICH WE PRINT. MINE IS NOT TO GIVE YOU
RESEARCH--MINE IS TO BRING YOU TRUTH AS FAST AS DHARMA CAN TYPE THE
SYMBOLS--THE REST IS CONFIRMATION SO THAT YOU CAN LEARN TO TRUST OUR
INPUT--NO MORE AND NO LESS. We will, however, begin to make available backup
reviews, research data, etc., if you would desire participation. This might also include
listings of back-up materials already available and not given the time nor desire for
listing in the JOURNALS. This desire would need to be funnelled into America West to
my attention and we can consider enlarging publication materials. I will not, however,
ask George to bear even one more load of burden and expense for he has given all to
this project as have my other immediate workers--you would have to support it or
leave it to me to share it in bits as mere mentions. You might find the topics less
frightening or shocking if you realized that for decades a subject has been in print and
hidden from any media acknowledgement. When the media and education systems
were taken into control by the Elite Zionists--you lost your way. History has been
rewritten and Truth destroyed so that you would reach today in ignorance and helplessness. So be it.
Another thing which tears me is the inability to share with you the writings of
struggling leaders in various places around your globe--who hold strong and long for
interaction with you ones who struggle here in America. We hear the most amazing
things from South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, Germany, France and all over the
globe. I want to share it all--ALL for each feels so "alone" and yet you are NOT alone.
The masses of mankind are rising up as a voice in the wilderness crying to be
heard, seen and respected as God-right. In fact, I believe I cannot go further without
sharing the letter from South Africa. These ones take our paper and to save postage
and expense to the people in S.A. reduce the pages by half the size we publish.
The group in point work without electricity, no running water, wherever they can find
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a place--in near poverty to effort to "save South Africa" and they are constantly harassed and badgered, threatened and the threats fulfilled. Oh, America, you cannot
know that which you have as tools for this job and yet, will you wait too long to
regain your command of your nation? THE WORLD AWAITS FOR YOU ARE THE LAST
WHO CAN CHANGE IN A MASSIVE WAY-THEN, THE WORLD CAN FOLLOW. YOU,
AMERICA, ARE ISRAEL AND YOU ARE THE "CHOSEN"--WILL YOU CONTINUE TO
ALLOW THE THIEVES AND DECEITFUL EVIL ADVERSARIES TO TAKE YOUR VERY GODGIVEN HERITAGE? WE SHALL SEE!

Save South Africa
11/27/91 #1 HATONN
QUOTE:
Dear Hatonn, and Everyone Responsible for getting the Fri.1st Nov. Recording to us
so promptly.
Thank ALL of you so much for the warning for S.A. contained in the above Recording.
I received it in the post for Tues. 12th and immediately rallied together those in a
position to assess the contents. It would appear that the Carnegie Foundation first
commissioned this feasibility study of invading this country in 1969--or there abouts,
and our Intelligence Services were aware of this dastardly plan. Anyway, it was duly
shelved only to resurface again now (which they didn't know about), and for which
many-many thanks. The position will be carefully watched...-Especially in the light of
the UN Military Airbase now under construction in Botswana (our N. W. neighbors);
the fact that our Minister of Foreign Affairs, Pik Botha, having just signed a Shipping
Agreement with the USSR which grants 'Fishing Rights' and the use of S.A. Port
facilities to the Soviets--which of course means that their fleets have carte-blanche to
come and go as they please, and we can bet our bottom dollar that their ships and
fishing boats will be bristling with Radar and Listening Device Equipment-- (bear in
mind, that we know that Pik is on the Council for Foreign Relations!): and the fact
that I right now, Black Radicals are being massively armed by the ANC et al, with
Soviet made weapons comprising every-thing from AK 47 Assault Rifles, hand
grenades, and rocket-launchers--the estimated cost of which is some 5 Billion US
dollars! Obviously something big, and very unpleasant is afoot designed to coerce
S.A. into the wishes of the One World Order... the desirability of which was mentioned
no less than five times in one speech alone by our 'dear 0'l Pik' from Tel Aviv (!)
recently on a visit with our equally subservient State President, FW de Klerk, to that
country!
...I must tell you, that not everyone to whom I've passed on this information, is
exactly 'comfortable' with "my" Source of Intelligence [Hatonn], in fact most of them
think I am "mad", But the fact that info I was given concerning the UN Airbase, has
borne-out, has quite definitely 'improved my standing', especially since their initial
reaction was much the same due to the fact that an Airbase of this nature was first
mooted within the UN in 1984/5 only to be shelved as unfeasible--until "the time was
ripe", which is right now in order to put added pressure on the country to accept a
Black Government of Marxist orientation, etc., etc.--And God Help us, if we don't'
WHICH, I KNOW HE WILL.
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Some years ago, I remember seeing a 'prophecy' suggesting that WW3-Armageddon, would begin with a war in Southern Africa. At the time I took it with a
large pinch of salts as a more stable region in the world of that time, would have
been hard to find in spite of Apartheid, and all that. Now I am not quite so sure, and
take great comfort in the fact that you, Hatonn, concur (naturally, obviously!) with
what Omegon has told me over the years, that eventually the World will pattern their
Constitutions on the basis of the 'true freedoms' which we will bring about here in
S.A., once the Beast has met his match, and been defeated.... Isn't it interesting,
though, that so many within this country, at subconscious levels, seem to KNOW
that? Hence our coming together within the last two months to form, "Action-SAVE
South Africa", whose letterhead I am using to write this letter in order that you can
see our "Declaration of Intent" on the reverse side of P.1. If only the others on the
Committee will come into understanding of the ABSOLUTE TRUTH you bring, Hatonn,
Sananda, Germain, et al, and get rid of the baggage of the falsehood concerning
religious teachings on the Nature of God, "salvation", and yes, rapture; I know this
would make for a better working relationship between the great diversity of "faith"
among us-which ranges from Evangelistical Christianity, Scientology, Yoga, Muslim
and "my own Knowledge", now so wonderfully backed and expanded by YOU. So far,
the only cohesive factor, is our common great concern for South Africa, and absolute
belief in a common God as Creator, but the other semantics do flare from time to
time--esp. from the Evangelistical elements, as you can imagine who keep suggesting
that we would be more effective if we divided the Organization into two, which they
say would make the whole concept easier to sell to others of their persuasion. At
times like these I know God 'zaps' them through me, as the right words are given me
which have so far kept them together--the very mention of, Illuminati, being the one
word that does the "trick"! After all, each one of us already has his own organization,
and ACTSA is the umbrella body designed (by GOD), in order for us to liaise together
and pool resources and knowledge of what is happening in order to combat it and
bring S.A. out from under the influence of the Beast. I am sure that as GOD makes
His presence more and more felt and the ABSOLUTE TRUTH of the status quo as spelt
out for both the entire World, and ourselves by ALL you wonderful People: verified,
vindicated and KNOWN: these petty semantic differences will fall away, and the task
properly done. After all, a mere 5%, once identified, is truly a very small percentage
from amongst the entire population of the World to turn around... or get rid of in
order for the world to realign itself to the laws of God? ... I agree!
Thank you, Rick Martin, for your note acknowledging receipt of those papers. I find it
interesting that Hatonn requested that they be sent to Australia. Wonder why? I can
only think that that country must be next on the "chopping block"--which wouldn't
surprise me! Meanwhile, it is good that someone in Australia is given some of the
truth about the position here in S.A., that country being one of the most virulous in
their attack on S.A.! In this regard, it is interesting to note that our early colonizers
did not wipe out the indigenous population of this subcontinent, as happened in
Australia, N.Z., Canada, and the USA! That is now being done by the Order with
AIDS, etc., and of course, THEIR stirring up of a Civil War in this region!
Yes I, too, gathered from the Journals that the U.S. Constitution in its original purity
of intent is the best model in the World for S.A. to follow; and I'm sure we will incorporate much from this in the ACTSA document. But thank you for this confirmation.
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END OF QUOTING.
I will not print more of the letter for it became a personal discussion with little
meaning in content to you readers unfamiliar with the ongoing connection: I will note
that much of the remainder dwelt with a document called "11:11". I am asked a lot
about this material for it seems that earlier connections with the authors have caused
ones to be in great questioning regarding such material. My people herein, i.e.,
Dharma, etc., have no notion as to the material in any form. I cannot speak of the
matter without becoming negative in perception regarding the authors. I do not
concur with the writings at any rate. I suggest all of you who are in a quandary
simply go within and see if all seems Godly, God sent and/or valid. These are "New
Age" people and I am sorry to inform you (who don't realize it) that the New Age
Movement as such is a thrust of the New World Order -One World. Be most cautious
is my only comment. It is wondrous to "get all the answers" and virtually without
doing anything--ABSURD. Do not become blinded by that which is the dream your
DESIRE to believe. God expects reason, logic and full attention in alert KNOWING.
Truth will stand in every detail into infinity. If there is any error in the output then I
suggest you attend it carefully, then, take the Truth and utilize it and put the errors
to the side for you have no time to rise up against the "trivia". I say "trivia" for as you
move toward Truth and the putting-down of the adversary-more and more distractors
of Truth will flow into your path. Usually it will be brought by ones you have learned
to respect and with whom you have become most comfortable.
I, Hatonn, confronted A.V. directly at one time and petitioned her to allow Silver Ray
reception. I was told He was present. He was not! I will meet any energy form and if
a "channel" will not allow such contact--be most careful indeed, chelas, for
"something" is not right. I was denounced as some type of third-grade space
annoyance. I find it actually pathetic that one who claims to be the ONLY EARTH
SPEAKER FOR THE GREAT CREATOR, SILVER RAY-WOULD NOT BE IN THE
RECOGNITION OF ATON. You will find the deceiver is not always of the Earth channel
but most often it is so. I make no further note of the incident for the facts speak for
self. Virginia is a gifted writer and of pure intent. I choose to make no further
observation and I must leave each to discernment.
I would note, however, that ones who sought their advice at Earth level and were
turned away from the intent under-way at the time have missed the most glorious
participation in God's plan--of almost all. Channels and "psychic readers" are often
your downfall and you had best pay attention. There is a gross difference in being a
self-proclaimed "channel" and simply a receiver/translator of a pulsed communication
via frequency wave transmission. You must always take care that you are not placing
your POWER in the hands of an Earth being human form for often the word thereby is
discredited. You (A. in S.A.), have valid individual input from a most valid and
beloved being--I appreciate the connections but I assure you, child, you need us not
for information. We are pleased to be in the sharing and you can sometimes hear me
better and more clearly for I only bring confirmation. Honor your guide and teacher
for therein is your resource. Enjoy the connections and confirmations--for that is the
joy of brotherhood and confirmation. You are indeed blessed and this is why there is
confusion and discomfort at this "11:11" information. Go with that which you sense is
correct for you are now matured in your perceptions and the way will become clear
and more easily will you be shown the path. AHO!
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Dharma, allow us to close this segment. There is much more I wish to write but we
need a bit of rest.
Thank you. Hatonn to clear, please.

Fear, fear, fear
11/25/91 SANANDA
Greetings precious little sister Druthea. I AM SANANDA. The term simply means "One
With God" in earned awareness. You may know me as Jesus Christ, Immanuel, Esu,
Pale Prophet, and etc.
I AM the one who walked your place some 2000 years past in your counting. I am not
returned in the physical at this time. I promised to go and prepare a place for you,
each of you of God's children. This I have done with the assistance of His Hosts. The
time is coming for my return upon your place to bring you ones of God's home to His
places in the higher dimensions than this one you journey upon. This final return will
also mark the time My Father sends me for the FINAL confrontation upon this place
with the Evil Ones that we may reclaim His Kingdom now possessed by and run by
evil.
You ones have lost your way and we of God's Hosts are come to show you the way
home. It works not by grace or belief or faith alone. You earn your way into
"graduation" through knowledge, awareness and adherence to Cosmic Law, put
simply: BALANCE in all transactions and interactions with life.
You as spiritually primitive developing humans are now being tested greatly as to
your commitment TO KNOW TRUTH and KNOWINGLY balance within God's Laws. This
is called serving THE ONE CREATOR as His Co-creator within Creation. You earn your
ability to Co-create, and many of you ones are learning now very quickly how to
discern that which is of GOD and that which is the lie of His Adversary.
This is what we bring forth: TRUTH which can be verified. We offer an open door to
Spiritual TRUTH which YOU each are unfolding in this time of awakening, this time of
seeking and now finding GOD, who has always been WITHIN you. You need walk
through the door we open unto you ones so that you may find your verification
through your DESIRE TO KNOW and then TAKING THE NECESSARY ACTION TO
KNOW, AND THUS CREATE WITH GOD HIS VISION OF PEACE. This is what we mean
when we say, "God works WITH you, not FOR you", and "God has already done
His part, YOU must now do YOURS."
In order to DO God's will you must KNOW GOD within you and be like unto Him. God
only gives and regives love. All of His Creation has been created through this
fundamental principle of love giving and regiving. You must give to God so that He
can regive to you. The imbalance you exist within at this time has occurred simply
because you have forgotten or ignored this basic fundamental principle of God's
Nature and the nature of Creation. This law of life in motion is absolute. Do you see,
precious ones, you suffer the consequences of defiance of the Laws whether or not
you KNOW or you don't KNOW WHY.
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"WHY" SEEKS CAUSE
Many of you parents will notice many "Why" questions coming from your children. A
child, unless discouraged, will naturally seek to know CAUSE. And every adult who
finds any measure of happiness, harmony and success in his/her life has found the
Cause of creating harmony (if it truly be so) through giving love, whether or not it
was done knowingly or unknowingly.
Many ones petition God and say, "Please give me more money", "Please give me
happiness". When in actuality if these "wishes" delude them, it is simply because the
one petitioning God to do His part (which He already has done) has NOT done his part
in the creation of that which he says he desires.
These ones might better ask God, "Please show me what I MUST KNOW and DO in
order to create happiness and abundance in my life".
And even better than that, why not simply say: "Father please show me that
which I NEED to know and DO in order to sustain in YOUR service, that I may
BE an honorable reflection of YOU in my every thought, word and deed. Not
my will, Father, only let THINE will BE DONE." In this particular decree, you are
setting aside YOUR altered-ego perception of what YOU "think" you need and are,
instead, allowing your Creator within you to show you what you actually do need to
know and do to remain in HIS service and BE like unto Him, giving and regiving love.
Then, of course, you must be willing to listen for your answers and direction and then
ACT upon what you are given to act upon.
Since I have named this document "Fear, Fear, Fear", I will now explain WHY.
Nearly all humans who exist upon earth Shan at this time have experienced FEAR in
some way or another. You ones are FEAR motivated and programmed. FEAR is a
product of your physical plane and of the appearance of separation from God.
Promoting and inducing Fear is a favored method of control used by the evil
adversary. You see no one can MAKE you afraid. YOU CHOOSE TO BE AFRAID AS A
RESPONSE. Just as you choose to be pleased as a response. Many religions have
produced and developed a god of fear and wrath and punishment. I will tell you that
Father/Mother Creator is NONE of these emotions. These belong to His Adversary and
are acted out upon the physical dimensions. Those who are very attached to the
physical body and places and things are often easy to frighten.
You ones will flounder helplessly, dangling by your emotions until, of course, you find
GOD of Light and Love within you and have thus committed to His Will in service.
Then and only then will your doubts and fears become obscure memories in the
motion picture called "you".
I am speaking of an inner peace which mine scribe has tried to describe as "sitting in
the hand of God, secure and more than secure, the fear is gone". And yet she knows
that even these words do not completely describe her feeling. She is describing
detachment from earth physical emotions. Does that mean she is now totally
unemotional and NEVER afraid? NO. It simply means she now knows the difference
and knows it is HER choice as to how she will respond in all circumstances. She has
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become acutely aware of her responsibility of creating her life. And in her decision to
serve GOD OF LIGHT AND LOVE, He has helped her recognize her folly of blame,
helplessness and separation from God. In other words, her lifeline (God) is secure,
strong and solid as SHE has done her part to make it so.
What I have described above is a part of the process of attaining God-Awareness and
growing into God-Knowingness. Detachment, both emotional and physical, is a large
stepping-stone across the raging river of life in the physical which takes your soulmind consciousness into the higher light dimensions. Each of you who so choose to
"graduate" will in the days ahead (if not already achieved) be tested until you do step
upon that stone of detachment and release this illusionary world of duality and
limitation and move into the Kingdom of Heaven which is LOVE.
Does this mean you float away into the clouds? Hardly, my precious ones. It simply
means you are given MORE responsibility in the reclamation process. You either are
or will assist God's Hosts and Me, Sananda, in confronting the evil adversary and
reclaiming God's Kingdom here. There is MUCH awakening of the little sleepy lambs
to be done. Each of you will be moved, I trust passionately moved, to awaken your
brethren and expose the lies of the adversary. You will KNOWINGLY wear the armor
of God in His service and you will abide KNOWINGLY within His basic laws of balance.
It is really very simple.
We have given you all the tools within THE PHOENIX JOURNALS to DO just that. If
you are unsure about the laws and the nature and structure of God and His Universe
and need some clear and concise reminders, please read "The Phoenix OperatorOwner Manual" as well as the EIGHT books in "The Pleiades Connection" series. Do
your part and read His reminders and, I assure you, God will make sure you get what
YOU need to give back love unto Him so that He may regive it to you. So be it.
Thank you, precious Druthea, for your service. Do not concern over your lack of
"time" to write for when I need your hands, I will make sure you know it, chela. You
do attend me most of the time, in spite of the distractions. I don't need you to write
daily at this time for as long as you hear what God tells you, you are fine. Although I
do desire that you remain in good practice of receiving. Please listen for my call and
all will remain in balance with you.
It is simply this you must consider, little sister; your lessons are the lessons of many
and the sharing of same through this method is more valuable than you know. This is
not about competition, precious, this is about the salvation of the very souls of God's
children and of this beauteous planet. You offer a precious and wondrous example,
even though YOU think it not be a worthwhile example. You occasionally simply
indulge yourself in self-depreciation, for you KNOW better, my little dove! Even selfdepreciation simply reminds you of the human imperfection of this plane. ALL
experience this unworthiness, chela. Remember and recognize that YOU choose the
feeling!
This time has been very precious. Thank you, my brethren, for hearing the call.
Please be gentle with yourselves and one another, and walk in the Peace of which
only Our Father can unfold within you. I AM Sananda, Esu, Jesus, Immanuel.
Salu. Salu. Salu.
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Who is Hatonn?
Hatonn is: Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn-Aton. I write through a "translator";
communications through pulsed short-wave transmission. This is not "psychic
channeling nor hocus-pocus". This is purely "physics" of frequency transmission,
receiver termination of transmission and translation of the signal into the English
language.
I am Commander of the "Phoenix Project", serving the Command of that ONE whom
you refer to as "The Messenger, Christos, God, etc." The "Command Fleet" is from the
sector Pleiades from which originated your ancestral lineage. My mission is in
preparation for the return of the "God" to reclaim His property. He went forth and has
prepared safe passage and "a place" for each of you who would come within His
shelter. The choice is individual for force is not of God and you have free-will for all
choices.
Our direct commission is to set the records into Truth of content of historical facts for
the planet is ending one cycle and beginning a new and wondrous cycle of experience.
This gives cause for you of the human species to make changes concurrent with the
greater physical changes of the planet. Yours will be a "spiritual change" and may or
may not include physical translation. Each will be given choice of direction and
translation.
The purpose of these writings and speakings is to allow the Truth to be put forth unto
the masses who would wish to receive them. The JOURNALS also serve as historical
documentation of this portion of "history" relative to that which has come before-known and unknown-for whatever life forms and generations to follow this manifested
experience.
You come against the wall, so to speak, wherein you all but cross the societal point of
no return. You will act to reclaim your human rights or you will fall to the Adversary
who, by the way--is that one touted to be the "anti-Christ". You are in the time of,
and the action of, Armageddon as recognized from prophecy. It makes no difference
to me whether or not you are believing of this information. Truth will stand into
infinity and God does not send us, the Hosts, to banter or kibitz with you about the
facts of the matter--ours is to present the situation as it is, unto you.
Your "enemy" as to "space aliens" are now all landlocked to your orbiting system.
YOU HAVE NO ENEMIES AMONG THE BROTHERHOOD IN SPACE (COSMOS). YOU DO
HAVE ENEMIES IN YOUR "SPACES" BUT THEY ARE VERY EARTH-ORIENTED AND
ORIGINATED. All of this is explained in depth in the writings--this message is for
identification of myself and my coworkers who bring information and assistance at
this time of evolution.
We bring the unfolding and uncovering of the actions upon your globe so that you can
awaken unto your plight--with "reason" and "proof". It is up to you as to what action
you take for our commission is to respond to you who have asked input and
assistance. We will DO nothing FOR you; we will serve and inform with "HOW TO" as
we move along through the maze of incredible deceit. You have NOTHING TO FEAR
from us of the you and place blame upon the Cosmic Brotherhood--what will be
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claimed is a blatant LIE. You are "People of the Lie" and unless you awaken and
reclaim your heritage as nations and people--you shall fall--no more and no less.
Massive efforts are put forth to stop our presentations--so be it. We have naught to
lose--YOU HAVE EVERYTHING TO LOSE, INCLUDING YOUR SOULS AS WELL AS YOUR
LIVES PHYSICAL. My commission is to "inform" you and I shall do so to the best of
my allowed abilities for I (we) are not allowed by Cosmic Law to interfere or intervene
except in specific and delineated instances which have been covered in lengthy
dialogue prior to this.
I serve aboard the Command Ship, Phoenix, and I head the Fleet Command. I am
Commander of the United Federation Fleet, Intergalactic Federation Command. I link
with other Commands, i.e., the referenced "Ashtar Command", only in time of
imminent planetary destruction at which point that Command will be in charge of any
evacuation of general nature. Our Command will bring all of God's people into
security. I have no responsibility to the "adversary" nor his followers and no evil shall
be brought into the places of Lighted God. Evil is a manifestation of "human" and we
do NOT allow evil within our orderly God-revering societies. This does not, however,
mean that ones who are in deciding will not be taken into a placement Lighted
Brotherhood of the Cosmos for we work and act only within the Laws of God and
those of The Universal Creation (Natural). Your would-be-"Kings" (rulers of the globe)
have heinous plans to injure which can preserve "soul" survival.
I am not here to ask your permission for anything; I care not what any aspect thinks
or believes. I have a mission of God and I shall see to it. You may join with me or
deny me for it makes not one iota of difference. I do not "sell" anything--not this
paper nor any other item. I have a commitment and obligation and I will see to it.
You may do that which you will--agree or disagree. I do, however, suggest that all
read with an open mind to the "possibilities" herein for you are told by all corners of
your intelligence that you are in a traumatic time of change--you might well be
advised to look into the possibility of the Truth of this information. I chair the Cosmic
Council relative to this Universal Sector and I believe you will and that I am not overruled. He who denounces my person had best be carefully looked at through the
intent of wisdom for I meet with any man and/or energy who claims my falseness. I
find that no one ever, somehow, wishes to participate in that invitation for
confrontation--do you not find that strange?
You will find most of the "New Age" groups and speakers fully in alignment with the
"New World Order--Global Government". This will be denied for they do not realize
the subterfuge and "sucking in" of the innocent and ignorant. I suggest you pay close
attention for you are on the brink of losing your world--not just your freedoms.
I shall continue to bring to your attention the cover-ups as they occurred and still
occur. God has no mysticism nor hidden agenda--God is open and the only "mystery"
is that which you simply do not yet understand--that too, He gives unto you openly
and freely. There are bility. I pity you who do not and I have great compassion as we
pass on into the more compressing times ahead, as you perceive the journey. I offer
my hand in love and brotherhood and I give you all that I have and am. Accept or
deny my person--but I suggest you look into the possibility that what we bring
"might" well be Truth and you will come to understand. To deny the robber, who has
just bound and gagged you, is to be a stupid fool. The better part of wisdom is to
look, discern and then act. God never limits your investigation into all facets of the
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Truth--does your "minister"? Does your controlling hierarchy? I suggest you ponder
this well.

Yugoslavia:
A critical analysis
BY DR. J. COLEMAN
This monograph is the history of one of the most ugly betrayals of a people striving
for freedom and escape from the looming New World Order--One World Government.
It is a story about U.S. treachery which parallels anything the traitors in Washington
have done since the close of the Second World War. As I have said hundreds of times
before, a free people under a conservative government has less to fear from Moscow
than they do from Washington, and considerably more to fear from foreign policy
makers of the Royal Institute for Foreign Affairs and its bastard offspring, the Council
on Foreign Relations.
A short history of the Balkans and Yugoslavia in particular, is necessary for us to
understand why the breakaway state of Croatia is fighting for its very life today in
1991. Croatians are an ancient race. One of the oldest Caucasoid skeletal finds after
Wurm was uncovered in Yugoslavia. That definitely establishes Croatians as being
almost as old as the Irish. Croatians have a long memory and recall that the
Bogomils, from whence sprang abortion and homosexuality, flourished in Byzantine
Serbia, circa 950 AD, possibly inspired by the Paulicians.
Croatians, always fiercely independent and with a love of liberty akin to the Irish,
were conquered by the Franks in 818 AD, revolted and were again subdued. Tomislav
became King of Croatia, accepting his crown from the pope. He ruled over Croatia and
Montenegro, but the coastal towns remained under Serbian Byzantine control. The
Serbs inhabited mountainous areas and were divided into clans or zupans. By the end
of the tenth century, the region was divided between Christianity and Eastern
Byzantinism.
Between the years 1081-1101 Bodin established a Serbian state in Zeta
(Montenegro). Croatia was not part of it and the real separation between Croats and
Serbs came when Hungary joined Croatia in a union in 1102. This was a great victory
for the Croats and Christianity, and separated the southern Serbs more clearly from
them than ever before. Between 1168-1296 the Bogomils, who had spread from
Thrace into Serbia were mercilessly routed out and persecuted for their vile antiChristian customs, forcing them across the frontier with Bosnia.
The years 1196-1223 saw greater action by the Hungarians against the Serbs which
forced their ruler Stephan Nemanya to flee to Bulgaria. He later returned with an
army of Cumans supplied by the Bulgarian court and established himself in Belgrade
and Nish as King of Serbia. Thus from the very beginning, the Croatians asserted
their right to independence and wanted no truck with the Serbs. Under Serbian rule,
the Bogomils came creeping back, their influence in espousing homosexuality and
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lesbianism and abortion is a curse upon the world even to this day.
Demonstrating their hatred of the Bogomils, the Croatians under Dragutin with the
help of the Hungarians seized the Serbian throne of Urosh 1 and deposed him. The
intervention of the Black Nobility bankers of Venice considerably altered the position.
With their help (money and mercenary troops), the Serbs were able to take Bosnia in
1349. The fall of Bosnia to the Serbs was greatly facilitated by the Bogomils, who saw
in Venetian intervention their chance to strike back at the hated Catholic Church that
had so vigorously sought to destroy them.
The Hungarians struck back at Venice and in 1358 defeated their forces, but allying
itself with Turkey which was controlled by Venetian financial advisors, the Venetianbacked Turks attacked and invaded through southern Serbia. This was the beginning
of the Byzantine grip on Serbia. In 1458, thanks to help from the Serbians, Turkey
and Venice consolidated their position and in 1459 Serbia became incorporated in the
Turkish empire which included Bosnia, Montenegro and Belgrade.
The involvement of Austria and Russia in Serbia is too complicated and too long to be
included here, but suffice to say that by 1904, Serbian policy had become strongly
anti-Austrian and here was planted the seeds of the First World War. On June 24th,
1914, Prince Alexander was proclaimed regent of his deranged father. The assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria at Sarajevo on June 28th, 1914, by two Serbian
Bolshevik Jews was the spark that ignited the powder keg of WWI. Ferdinand was a
Catholic Christian who strongly favoured independence for Croatia.
During the war, Austria invaded Serbia and bombarded Belgrade and was forced to
withdraw, but after several battles eventually took Belgrade on December 2 nd 1914.
Treachery by Britain crystalized on May 7th, 1915, when the British government
secretly guaranteed Serbia that it would get the coastal areas along the Adriatic and
Bosnia. As history shows, the British government has a penchant for giving away
territories which it does not own, including Cyprus as an inducement for the Greeks to
join the "allies" in the Second World War, and later, the "gift" of Palestine to the
Zionists.
During January and February 1916, Colonel House, controller of Woodrow Wilson,
went to Europe in the first efforts to save the collapsing British and French armies
who were being thrashed by the German military machine. House was acting on
orders received from the Committee of 300. As he had no official U.S. government
position, House's intervention demonstrates the utter contempt displayed toward
American institutions by the secret society overlords, which already then, had the
U.S. by the throat.
Unbeknown to the American public, the Eastern Liberal Establishment was preparing a
propaganda campaign to get the U.S. involved in the war in Europe, a war Britain and
France would lose without U.S. military intervention. House consulted with Sir Edward
Grey and the two then drew up the House Memorandum on February 22nd 1916. One
of its strangest clauses was a demand that Serbia and Montenegro be given independence. The memorandum was loaded against Germany. House knew it would be
rejected, so he covered that eventuality by including a section which read that if the
Germans rejected the House-Grey proposals the United States would enter the war on
the side of the "allies".
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BULLITT, HOUSE, KISSINGER
Here again is illustrated the power of the secret societies that rule America in the
form of an upper-level parallel government. Here we have a private citizen, not
representing the people of America, and, in open defiance of the U.S. Constitution,
negotiating with a foreign power, to whit, Great Britain, and deciding that America
would pull British and French chestnuts out of the fire in a war that would cost the
lives of hundreds of thousands of the youngest and finest of America's manhood.
We have seen this kind of TREACHERY over and over again: William Bullitt, a private
U.S. citizen plotting with Lloyd George to pull the rug out from under the White
Russian Armies of Generals Wrangle and Denekin at the gates of Moscow and about
to deliver the coup-de-grace to the Bolsheviks; Henry Kissinger plotting with the
North Vietnamese which cost in excess of 50,000 young American lives. THE LIST OF
SUCH TREASONOUS ACTIVITIES IS ENDLESS. How long are we supposedly free
Americans going to continue to suffer the yoke of this secret upper-level parallel
government which, like a parasite sucking the life-sap out of the oak tree, is bleeding
the United States to death?
In 1915/1916, Americans were absolutely opposed to the U.S. going to war against
Germany with whom they had no quarrel. Wilson campaigned for reelection on a
platform of peace even while he and House were planning to enter the war. Believing
Wilson to be sincere, after he was reelected on November 7, 1916, the German
government appealed to the United States to inform Britain and France that it was
ready to negotiate peace. THIS OFFER WAS COMPLETELY IGNORED BY HOUSE AND
WILSON BECAUSE THEIR BRITISH CONTROLLERS DID NOT WANT PEACE ANYMORE
THAN THE BRITISH CONTROLLERS OF GEORGE BUSH WANTED PEACE WITH IRAQ IN
1991.
The British government did not want peace for two reasons: (1) It wanted the
Russian military destroyed and Russia exhausted in preparation for the Bolshevik
Revolution which was to come. Ending the war through negotiations would not have
allowed it to achieve its Russian objective. (2) It wanted Germany DESTROYED, and
here again, a negotiated peace would have negated that objective. In an eerie replay
of events in 1991, George Bush was ordered by the RIIA not to make peace with
President Hussein, because Britain wanted him and the Iraqi nation utterly destroyed.
All of these decisions taken by a foreign power and carried out by subservient and
weak unpatriotic American Presidents have thus far cost the United States millions of
lives and billions of dollars. (Only 60% of World War I debts owed by the "allies" to
the United States was ever repaid.) Weak, unpatriotic, subservient Presidents Wilson,
Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Truman, Johnson, Nixon, Carter, Reagan and Bush have all
worked to force this nation into wars that were against our best interests. Certainly
there is not a shred of evidence that the U.S. benefited from their actions or the wars
they supported.
The role played by private citizens like House, Bullitt and Kissinger cannot be
overestimated. In 1991 President Bush, on orders from his British controllers, plunged
the U.S. into a war in the Gulf, which already has cost our nation billions of dollars
and killed almost a million Iraqis who never did the U.S. any harm, and which war
threatens to spread like a brush fire before a high wind and eventually engulf all of
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the Middle East and Europe in a mighty war.
On November 3rd, 1918 Germany was forced to accept defeat, thanks to U.S. military
intervention in the war as planned by House, Grey and Wilson. At the instigation of
the British government which sponsored the move, a "Yugoslavian" conference was
held at Geneva, and a union between Croatia, Slovenia with Serbia and Montenegro
was forced upon the Croatian nation. On November 24th, 1918 a proclamation issued
by the "allies" announced the United Kingdom of Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia which
came into being on December 4th, 1918.

YUGOSLAVIA
British puppet King Peter who was related to Black Guelph Queen Victoria was placed
on the throne. Under continuing duress by the British government (controlled by the
Venetian relatives of the Queen), Croatia had very reluctantly signed the Pact of Corfu
on July 20th, 1917, agreeing to British proposals. The new country of Yugoslavia was
supposed to be run by a "democratically elected parliament".
On January 18th, 1919, delegates representing the "victors" of the First World War
met at Versailles in France to divide the spoils. Yugoslavia, as a newly created state,
faced Italy's Venetian Black Nobility in the person of Vittorio Orlando fronted by
Sidney Sonnino, who opposed Austrian claims against Yugoslavia. Sonnino came from
a Venetian Jewish banking family and was at one time Italy's minister of finance.
Thus as we see, from the very beginning, there were serious disputes over
Yugoslavia. The history of the new state of Yugoslavia, forced upon the Croatians by
the League of Nations, shows that from the very outset, the Serbians tried to muscle
their way to dominance and attempted to establish a central Serbian state. This was
met by stout resistance from Croatians with the backing of the Catholic Church.
On July 20th, 1917, under tremendous pressure from the League of Nations, the U.S,
Italy and Britain, the Pact of Corfu was. signed by the Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian
and Montenegron representatives. The Serbians claimed it meant they were free to
establish a Serbian dynasty. The Hapsburgs also played a crucial role in selling out
Croatian rights.
On November 26th, 1917, the national council at Zagreb, Croatia, proclaimed itself
the authoritative body of its people. The Montenegrons held their own national
assembly and announced a union with Serbia (excluding Croatia) and declared King
Nicholas as their ruler. Nicholas was against a union of Yugoslavian states. On
December 4th, 1918, a Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians was proclaimed,
headed by Prince Alexander. Alexander was not welcomed by the Croats, but outside
pressures forced them to reluctantly concede to his rule. Nicholas ruled over an
uneasy alliance of the various republics from 1921 to 1934.
On November 11, 1927, Yugoslavia signed a treaty of friendship with France as a
counter to Italian claims, but peace lasted less than one year. On June 20th, 1928,
Stephen Radich, leader of the Croatian Peasant Party was shot by a Serbian deputy
while attending parliament and died on August 8th. The Croatian deputies thereupon
withdrew from parliament and set up their own government in Zagreb, proclaiming
independence from Belgrade which was controlled by the Serbians. Thus, as far back
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as 1928, the Croatians began their physical and spiritual struggle to gain their
independence and freedom.
On January 25th, 1929, King Alexander (formerly Prince Alexander), as a puppet for
Britain, thereupon dissolved all parties and declared Yugoslavia a DICTATORSHIP. On
November 9th, 1931 the king allowed farcical elections, naming most of the
candidates himself. On November 14th, 1932, the Croat Peasant Party denounced the
new regime which was packed with Serbians, and again demanded autonomy
following the imprisonment, ordered by the King, of patriot leader Vlado Machek
which had occurred one month earlier.
Following seven years of struggle against impossible odds, the Croatians, led by Vlado
Machek, succeeded in getting a proper election on August 26th, 1939, which gave the
Croatians complete autonomy in all cultural, religious and economic matters and
established their capital in Zagreb in a federal Yugoslavian state. Vlado Machek and
five of his colleagues were elected to the government with the post of vice-premier
going to Machek.

TITO
On March 27th, 1941 Yugoslavia was invaded by Germany ostensibly to protect its
Balkan flank. The Serbians who hated Germany united behind a Communist Jew
named Joseph Broz Tito who launched a guerrilla campaign against the German Army
in defiance of the Geneva Conventions which forbad civilian attacks on military forces.
Tito and his partisans, in concert with British-Venetians, became creatures of Sir
Fitzroy MacLean. SIS chief of Balkans operations and confidant of war criminal
Winston Churchill. Tito's Chet-niks received arms shipments and considerable help
from British intelligence MI6 and SIS as well as having their deeds wildly exaggerated
and lauded all over Western newspapers. King Peter 11, a puppet of the British
monarchy, fled to London as soon as the Germans invaded Yugoslavia, where he died
in exile on December 29th, 1970.
When the Second World War ended in 1945, Yugoslavia was still technically a
monarchy although its so-called royal family had taken up residence with their British
cousins in London early on in the war, but in actual fact, Yugoslavia was controlled by
Tito. Heir to the Serbian throne, Crown Prince Peter, was a cousin of Prince Philip,
husband of Queen Elizabeth II. His son, Crown Prince Alexander, is the queen's
godson. Both he and his late father were at all times under the control of British SIS
operative Fitzroy MacLean.
As far-fetched as it may sound in this day and age, British oligarchists are seeking to
make real trouble for Croatia by restoring the Serbian monarchy. On November 29th,
1945, Crown Prince Peter declared the formation of the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia, with a constitution closely resembling that of the Soviet Union. Starting
with the execution of General Milhailovich, Tito went after the Croatians with a
vengeance, the second of his provocative actions being the imprisonment of Catholic
Archbishop Stepinac and Croatian independence leader, for sixteen years at hard
labour.
In 1952 the United States government showed its true colours and on orders from the
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RIIA began to equip Yugoslavia with tanks, planes and artillery and supported the
Yugoslavian government in its quarrel with the Vatican because the Pope had utterly
refused to recognise the Tito regime. In March 1953, Tito visited Britain and consulted
with war criminal Winston Churchill. The outcome was an agreement that Britain
would protect Yugoslavia from all aggression. IT WAS A COMPLETE SELLOUT OF THE
INTERESTS OF THE NATION OF CROATIA.

AFTER TITO
In the years after the death of Joseph Broz Tito, Yugoslavia maintained its Communist
posture and "democracy" took a very poor third place. It seemed as if nothing would
ever change. But with the advent of Gorbachev and his U.S.-backed "glasnost",
events began to move rapidly in Belgrade and Zagreb. The country began to crackalong ethnic divisions, mainly those between Croatians and Serbians. The Croatians,
for the first time this century began to see a chance of their long-cherished dream of
independence becoming a reality. Elections held in Croatia resulted in a big majority
vote for Franjo Tudiman, President of the Croatian Party and a separate state for
themselves. All across Croatia, the cry "UTASHI!" (Arise) was heard.
The United States, Britain and France saw in this stirring of Croatian hope, a chance
to destroy the Croatians for once and for all. The hidden hands of MI6 and the CIA
began to appear when Vuk Druskovic, head of The Party For Serbian Rebirth,
"attempted" to topple Serbian Communist boss Slobodan Milo-sevic. Of course, like
the Korean War, the whole thing was a planned episode to cause unrest and further
aggravate already chaotic economic conditions. Milosevic was "contained", just as the
U.S. "contained" Stalin's aspirations using as its vehicle the Korean War.
Druskovic was billed by the press in London as a charismatic leader. What the British
press did not mention was that Druskovic was a monarchist, and it has long been the
MIA's intention to use him for the return of King Peter (born in exile in London) to the
Serbian throne which, once this is accomplished, will, unite Serbia and put an end to
Croatian independence. With this ulterior motive in mind the British press also
conveniently decided to ignore Druskovic's strongly anti-Western Byzantine beliefs
and unswerving commitment to Socialism.
The Yugoslavian Armed Forces, largely made up of Serbians, next took the
unprecedented step of injecting themselves into the political arena, calling for an
emergency session of the Office of the Presidency of the Yugoslav Republic. This was
done on the orders of Communist Slobodan Milosevic. There is no doubt in my mind
that U.S. State Department intelligence knew of this plot long before it was hatched.
Sensing that they might be arrested if they went to Belgrade, the Croatian leaders
refused to participate.
Thereupon, a well-orchestrated campaign of hate against Croatia and Germany was
unleashed by the Western and Yugoslavian news media, which bore all the hallmarks
of having been created in London. The old cry of "Fascisti" was heard ad nauseum.
The Hyraska Democraska Zadieniea (the Croatian 'national party) and President
Franjo Tudiman were all tarred with the same brush.
The Croatians, it will be recalled, backed Germany during the First and Second World
Wars and, as part of the Austro-German-Hungarian Empire, were determined to
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defeat Communism. Their crime was that they fought Tito and his illegal Communist
partisans. Now in 1990, all sorts of alleged atrocities against the Serbian population in
Croatia were being repeated, with false reports of Serbians being forced to flee
Croatia for their very lives.

CROATIA AND IRAQ
The fact that none of this was true did not matter in the least. We in the United
States should know better than anyone else the power for evil the press has. Didn't
our press turn an unknown country and its president into another Nazi Germany and
another Hitler in the short space of two weeks?
The vast majority of U.S. citizens who had only a hazy idea of the geographical
location of Iraq and an even hazier idea of who President Saddam Hussein was,
suddenly began to believe that unless the U.S. stopped him, he would soon be
strutting the streets of San Diego. An unprecedented chorous of hate directed at
Hussein and the Iraqi people arose from America. Because the same people who
planned the anti-Iraq brainwashing campaign planned the anti-Croatian campaign, it
was a huge success.
To be continued in the next Phoenix Liberator
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